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AN INVESTIGA.TIQNOF THE MECI-IANISM ,OF 
CA1rION EXCHANGE 
. Introduction 
Earlyresearoh .in .tJ:ie field of cation exchange .was Qon-
eerned with the investigati<:>n of naturally occurring ex-
changers such as zeolltes, or .exchangers such _ as alkali•_leach ... . 
ed green~and or. sultonatEld coai .Which, were formed _from naturally 
occuring. __ products,. .These ex.changers, however., wer.~ unsatis-
factory beeaus_e of their low exchange eapa.o:tty and their . in• 
. 
stability_ in .. cartain so.lutions • ... Recent re$eare,h _.has. been _coP• 
cerned with .. synt,b.etic .. cat.ion .· ex~h!:lngere:i, . inc;l.µd1ng resins of 
the_ polyhydri.<l phenoJ. .... .formaldehyde . eond;en$~tion · type and 
. sul.fonat6;<i . •hydr.ocarbpn ~.esin~ .. ot .thia _p9lyvi11yl ____ or. .; polystyrene _ 
, ' 
type• 1.l.'he.s.~ typ,e~ are. r.epresented; r~$peci;;i:v.ely,_ by the 
Amberlite,..lR l'e$1n~ ... e.nd .. J?y Dowex-,$0 • .. .. Sir>.c.~. th~~.e .. :r-e$it1~ . 
possess mot.e. ,Q.f, tP.~ ... ;Pl'OP~:r.t,ie~, ... J1,ep.~_s __ aa,ry: tor. :a quantitat.ive_ 
study, th~i:r, .in:vE).~_tiggtion yield~ d~t.a .of; gr.e/:ite,r . intett~f3t• 
and signifcicap.oe ._tl:1,a.n .. tbosEt c:,bt~in~d .. in ... th.Et egrlil;}I' wo:t>lc • . 
Boyd and. .. C,Q~_worlrers .... . (),J, .. , 1:r:i,. th.~ir .in:v~stigaticms .of ~-
phen<?l-fqJ:>maJ..<t.~b.yd~ ?'~s:tnqµs . e~eht:lrig<tr., . . show ... tha t h.~te:ro--
geneous oaet.1,:m exchimge ... :P:t>Qc_ef:1 _$e_~--.m,ay Jnt .. .f omnµl~t-~ct either , 
in terms .. of,, .. the .. _ Iia.ngmµiJ:> , a,c;is.orpt;iqn m~,ch.~nism, .,QI\ ~qcqrgj.ng 
to the l~w .. o.f' .cllenu.c,al ~qRilib.riµ.m, ~nd, j~hAP tl:1,e, -t,:W:Q n,.etho_d_s. 
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of formulation are formally equivalent. Bauman (2) has 
shown that equilibrium data may also be interpreted in 
terms of _the Donnan concept of membrane diffusion. For 
dilute solutions, however, quantitative agreement with the 
theory :ts not obtain.ad • . The most satisfactory and oon- _ 
venient treatment, however, is. that based upon t _he law of . 
chemical equilibrium (1, 2, 3 , . 4, 5}. 
Thus, in .. the simplest case, when both .of the cations 
are unlv~lent, let us consider the reaction to be that rep-
resented by the equation 
A+ t BR : a! + ... AR 
where A+ and B+ are the catio.ns_ involved in the exchange, 
and R repr~senta t .he _ active .anionic portion ot _the insoluble 
resin. 
From a pu:t'ely thermodynamic :viewpoint, _theµ, and re-
gardless of . . thf:3 . structure _ of the resin, the . following 
equation shoµld . . be .applicable: 
8 B+ aAR ... -···. _ __,.._ -·K 
·aA ... aBR 
where 8 A,. .and 8 Bt are the ac_tivities of the respective ions . 
· a a 
in the solution., . AR. and Bll a~e the. a .ctivities of the two 
resiri components. whart e_quilibrium. has be~n .attained, and K 
1s the equilibrium c.on$tant. A~ a matter or convenience., 
when the .activity .coefficient: data .. ar,e _ne>t a.vail1able, a 




where C represents the eonc0nt:r-ation ot nn ion in the aqueous 
solution andN represents the mole fraction of the resin com• 
ponent 1n question .in the resin f)hase~ Equ111brium data 
Which wex-e obtain~d .in this portion of the ion exchange in• 
-vestigation w1l.l be tabulated :t1i this form~ 
It has. been ass:umed bJ most of the workers in . this field 
that the over~a.ll proo~a$ occurring when a samp:J.e of an ion• 
exchange _z,e31n is .imia~rsed .in a solution of e_lectrolytea . can 
be .formulated . in t -erms of .. su.ch a simple equivalent exchange; 
that is, .Qne equivQJ.ent · of .ai has ueuJ.ally bc,en su.ppQsed to 
enter ·t11e solutit,n t:J:>om. the xwes1.nfor ever, equivalent ot 
A+ th.at ente;t'a the . x-~sin trom. th& solut.ion, .the volume of 
the solut,1ontneanwhile :rema1ningoonstant1 so that t.he con-
centrations . ~.t both ione in the ,equilibri:wn solution, as well 
as the equil.lbrium . oo~position ot th~ -resin, .can l:>e. determ1n• 
ed .from a lm<>wledgi;, . . ot . . thf:1 .or.1g1~al .oonoent.t>utions and. 
analysia of tbf) .1'1nal., solut1Qn for one ot .tho. oat1ons only. 
In some of the most recent .studies (21 4, 5) the J>ossibility 
of non-equivalence of exchange has indeed baeri mentioned, 
bu~ it hs.EJ been given little consideration. Dunc&n and 
Lister mention the possiblea<iiJorption of non-exchanged 
material on the surface of the res1n1. but their calculations 
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are based on th(:) experimental determination of the mole 
fraction .of only one cation in each of the phases at 
:equilibrium and· consequently on the assumption of equivalence 
of ,exchange• Marinsky a~serts phat he has es_tab:Lished the _ 
occurrence .ot ·equivalent exchange _under the eonclit1ons of 
'his ,experiments. However, on close examination of his data 
it t;1ppears that ·by 'usingsmall" quantities _of' resin he has 
merely reduced the discrepanoy in the number of equ:t:valents 
of eleetrolyt·e in _ the solut,ion before and. after exchange; 
·a.nd by increasing the volume _of _ the solution he has limited 
. . ' 
the' experimental . er-ror in_. the. d~termination, of the total _ 
number of equiv~lents of .electr.olyte to an order of magnitude 
no greater than this, diseI"E}panqy • . _ ,___  Bauman and. . Eiche>rn _ pb--
. served tha.'tl. when, _the W$.ter ... wet _  4y.d~r.:>g~m form. or _ Dowex ... 50 
is imrnersed. .,,in , hyd.roQhl:oric, .aci.d., :~he c_bloride cpncentration 
in the exte:t'nal sQl:µtion, .w.nen . . equil:tl:>r1UJU ... has .b~en .reached, 
is . always f ou.nd. ,to J>e greater t;ban 1µ the. ~olution withill 
the resin par.ticles, <:>fte?l irLa ratio as p.:i.gh as 10: 1. 
When dry"acid. pesin .was , introdµc~d .. mto ), molar, hyd:rochloriQ. 
acid, thEJy,.obs.e;r:;vE)d ,. ti 0,,0.n~idera.1:>l_e ;.in9re.a$,e ,in J;hEl chloride 
ion conce,ri,'tr~_t:19A. of the e4ternal_, solution. Their ealcul~tion 
. ~-. 
of the equilil:~r1t1.m constant tor,.: @Y pa:r;-tieu.la.r -~,xchange_ is, 
however, again based.on the analysis for one ion only _in 
the solution ,phase, and t .he assumption of ,equivalence of 
exchange .. . 
On the otherJ1and, . Lowen and _ Stoenner , (,6); in j;l:leir , 
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recently c9mpleted work, ;report that equivalence ot exohange, . 
as ordinarily understood,is apparently neve;r obtained • . They 
determined experimentally, tor each .exchange, . the. concentrations 
of ' the two exchanging cations in both the :tniti~l and the 
equilibrium solutions. In almost every instsmcet the con• 
centration of the solution was i'ound to undergq an appreciable 
net increase during the exchange. They attributed this in• . 
crease to the .preferential absorption of water ·from the so-
lution by . the partially d.rie.d x-es:tn, • . From rel.atio11s based 
' upon the .. conseI'vation .of the resin . anion .and the two eatiqns, 
the apparent Jiecrease .in j~he volume .. o:f .. the soJ.ution .due to . 
water absc,rptior.t .wa.$ .ealoulated, .and .this change in volume. 
was taken · .into consid.~ratiQll in the calcul.~:tion of' the.· · 
' , 
oomposition. .. ot .:th(;3 r.esin phase,.at .~quili.briurn • . In. all the 
' ' 
exchanges, ~Volving 1:3Jthe:r .. ail ~r.el? ,.or tha.ll9µa . Jon, . however, 
they :found. that t;µe _ap_par-en..~ ... in~qµa:L;i.ty .o:f' . exchange . could . 
not be ac.cpunted fo:r. a.olely .. ir.l . termso:r . this . postµlation . 
of water ,, a bs.o:r.pti.ox:; . .. .. '.'C,l:le . appa~.~nt .. dis c:rapancy was, in 
general; , ~maJ.ler, .. ,and deor~~se<i:, . J .. Il f~Qt . changin,g ,sign., as ... 
the eone~ritration of. E;!ilVeJ? .. or .. tha.llQus ion .in the equilibrium. 
solution ., i .nc:reased., , .. This .. . 'beha.vlor they J~ttripu:ted t .Q ad""'.'. 
aorption . . ot. :t,hi cc.:~ion ,by .th~ re;,.in, . . in .. ac:J.gition to ~1mpl~. 
exchang~· a.nd water' . ll.bso:t>ptiori., . ,lµ, ,,qrder. _to ,Q~icu::tate the 
equilibr:l.uirJ. .i:-.~~.in .. co1np9ej.ti9:c:,. ._~Jl4 ,. tA~ catio.R ,adsoi:•ption 
effect, .they .~sslll11~,d e~.~o1t .En:p:1iy~J,.epc~ ,,, in tp.e a .. ctual exchange 
6 
process, and c.onstant water absorption for any resin through":' 
out a series of' experimepts • 
. It was the purpo~te of. this investigation .to attempt to 
determine \rl. th greater certainty the cause of' the . change of 
the · ionic strength of. , the solution, as report.ad by ,Lowen end 
&ii.Qenner (6) 1 accompanying the exchange of' ions. , 
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Experimental Methods 
Prepar-ation of Resin~.~•-Fo:r the study of eaoll f)Jtchange 
r 'eaot.ion, two 0 pureft resins ;Ware prepared, one, containing 
each of the tuitions involved in .the exohang.e. In some 
cases these _ resins were dried in a vacuum desicea:t _or . over 
phosphorus pentox:i.da ·at . rpom tt)mperature; <rthe~ .. $ampl.es 
were mere-ly air-.d~ied • .. No attempt was :made to a·tt.ain any 
specified moisture content;. but in eaoh c~se the app:roxima~e 
degree of dryneijs ,,aa. retgu:ic1ted according to the ~x.periment 
tor whioh .the resin, was J;o b_e_ µ.sed. .The numb~~ _oi' grS:ms qt 
partially_ dr.i~cl .r .esiti.~ c:o~t.~ini11.g .o.ne. grain~equiyal:ent of .ex-
changeable ea'tlion .was j iesignat~q; ~s. th.Et f;)quivalent weight ot 
_the . resin •. _ !f.'l:+e equ:tvale.il:~., v1~igp.:t of .each resin, as thus 
det:tned1 .... :W$S . . d.e>.te:c-inineJi __ .pY. an ,appropriate .. method to be: de• 
scribed .. · be.low,: 
Hydrogen. R.~ein~•~The _pure ... hydx-pgen f.orm . of Do_wex ... 50 _ 
\Vas prep~r,.ed ... . QY . . P~rool~t:t,qn .. , q'f._. hyq.ro~.4lo:r.1c ... acic.t. qf --constant 
boiling point,. }.lnd.el' .. a · :r,E)f,lµ.x condenser~ .. :-µAr_Qµgh. :th~ .commercial 
product i~ .. a . oolumn .,.5 .em. .... in .,d~am~ . t .er . ..)md ·7Q .cm. l:n;.·_hei:ght. 
This ·trea..t-ro.ent .. ViS.$ __ .contlnµeq. ___ unti:L , :thE) :.etflµ,et1t . Q.l.u~iQn 
gave no tu~:t;her. _ flt:1.n1.e,_, t .~st .. tqx\._sodi~ro. .. ie>n ..•. . . '!'he _prodµot w~.s_ 
then .. wasl:le.4 ... w1.th. .. .. distil,l .e4 .. Yi~-b.~r ... :uPtil . ,tbe ... w~ahings· ... .. showed 
only n$gl.1gibJ..~ .. ,co.P.:t.e~t, qf, eh,l2ri<i_e·:_,"·_t,Jn;.:'.;;$c:i ... d:~ied _;; .to ~n .. 
arbitracy ... ~xt.ent .•. . _ .. T:tie .. . ~quiy~l_:enJ; .. we1g~t ... .. ot,-; .~P.~ .. d~le~ :pes_in 
was deter.mi_~erl ... in,th~ .. following ·ll!la,nner. A weigheq quantity 
was placed in about _ 25 ml • . of .. saturated sodium chloride so-
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lution-. .. When equilibrium had been reached, · the liberated 
hydrogen ion in. the salt solution was titrated with standard 
sodium hydroxide s.o.lution, . methyl red serving as the indicator. 
The mixture was then again allowed to stand until a new 
equilibrium had been attained, -whereupon the titration was 
repeated. This process of .alternate equilibration and 
titration was continued un-til a non-fading emdpoint was 
reached • 
.Ammonium Resin---:--Pure ammonium resin was prepared from 
the hydrogen form by treatment with a. large excess of saturated 
ammonium chloride ::1olution, t;h~ liberated hydrogen 1onbeing 
neutraJ.ized . with a.nnnonimn hydroxide solu.tion. • The exchange 
was regarded as . complete when the pH of . the solutl9n rema:Ln-
ed constant and equal to that of saturo.tedam.monium chloride 
solution. Th.e .. equiv,a.1ent weight of ; the ammonium resin was · 
determined by :tt>~atment of . a weighed quantity with s _aturated 
sodium chloride ~olution. , Pellets of. sodium hydroxide we.I'e 
added to .the re$ulting solution., and .... the a.rranoni.fJ.. formed vra,s 
distilled .. :tnto a measured volµm~ o:r. sta.ndard a,cio. • . ·• A:t'ter-
all of the libera,:ted arn..>nonit3. had ,been c.oll acted,. the excess 
acid was .tltrated W,ith sqdiµni: hydroxide ,solution. 
Silver Resin---F.or the _preparation of pure silver resin, 
hydrogen :resin was placed in the column previously descri'bed, 
and l .molar silV$I' nitrate so],µtion .was passe<i through it •. 
The libert3.ted ... hydroge:n ... iori .Jn the effluent .solution was 
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neutra~ized by vigorous agitation with an excess of 
freshly prepared silver oxide. Ai'ter neuti"alization., the 
solution was filtered and , again used as influent . Conversion 
to silver :resin was rega:tlded as com1Jle1:;e when the_ pH of the 
efflu~nt solu.tion showed no more than a negligible decrease 
from tha~ of the influent. The equivalent weight of the 
~ilver re$in was determined by treat!llent of a weighed quantity,. 
in a small column, with 200 ml .. of saturated sodium .nitrate 
' 
solution,. v.hich was allcw.ed to percolate through the resin 
at the rate of about one drop per second ., An aliquot portion 
of the etfluent solution \Va~ then titrated . with standard 
., 
potassium iodide as the precipltating _agent ~'7) .-
General Me.thod---In the exchange experiments., weighed 
samples of. the. resins to be studied ,\Vere plac(;)d in ground-
glass stoppered flasks in contact with portions. of' a series 
of accurately (;).naly.~ed ~quecus s9lutions of the appropriate _ 
s:9-l ts of . the cation13 _i!).V~lved., in varying proportions but 
at a constant .total ionic strength of l molar,. As it was 
., 
neeessacy to knqw. precisely yh~ _volume of solutio~ whicA was .. 
added in eacl1 cas.e., . a call.braced pipette was _used. .The 
attainment_ of eqt~iJ.i'br:tum .was hastet1ed by sgitat~on on a 
mechanical s;hak(3r, _w-h+ch. ,was Jrnrners.ed_ .in a constant temper ... 
ature bath maint;a.in!:>d , at .25.0~ 0 .. 2°;, eq~il.ib:t>ium was reached, 
in every case, witl.li~l two J1ours ._ 
Equilibriµm Soluy,ion~--Thi3. concentration of each cation . 
in the aqueous ::Jolution_a.t equ,ili},ri,t.tm was dete~in$d by 
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means. o~ a direct analysis such a,s those described above. 
Equilibrium Resin---The .washed equilibrium resin was 
analyzed :t.'or eaeh ' cation by· means o.f complete exchange of 
both for sodium ion; by treatment with sodium chloride or 
sodium nitrate and sodium hydroxide solutions. The ex-
perimenta.1 procedure was essentially the s .ame as · .that de• 
scribed for ,the determination of .the equivalent weight of 
the resin •. 
Adsorbed Electrolyte---•VJhen .1 t was. desir.ed to determine 
the quantities of, electrolytes whicll. .had been adsorbed· on 
the resint the procedure jus~ descr.ibed, wa.s modii'ied in the. 
following me.qn~r. After equilibrium had _been a~tained, the 
aqu~QUS · solution wa:;i decanted ' off' the resin. 'lhe equilibrium 
resin was :f'ilt:ered,. with, :suctionj · ,and d.ried by p_x-essure be~ 
tween layer~ of , :f'iliH.1r. pap~r•: .. The .d.ried res:in was . ,then . 
thoroughi:y ... w~sh$d ... w1th _clis:tilled Jvater, and .the washings. 
wer,e analyzed ,:t.'or . . bPt,h .cations, in , order t;hat the quantities 
which had,.,been ,adso~bed might be determined.. In. al.l oases 
the resin ,.was washE!g a secpnd time ,, as. ~, precautionary measure, 
but one vra,shing was found 'to .be suff'icien:t ,in every . instan~e. 
ll 
J\mmonium-Hydrogen Exchange 
When the . investigation of' this exchange was begun, 
two . samples c,f cru.de Dowex-50 were available. The first, 
whi;ch will be called resin .A, was used in the earlier 
research in this laboratory and in most ot the ammonium•· 
hydrogen exch~nge work to be described. The second, _ 
11-{hicll will be c~led resin Br was receiv<3d from the 
Dow Chemical Company approximately 18 months la.tar. It 
was _ \l.13'ed . in a. tew of the later _ 8.lTllr.l.onium-hydrogen ex ... 
change experimentsfand in all .subsequent exehange work. 
Pure hydrogen and ,a.mmoniumresins were prepared as de--
scribed previously. 
In the prel:f,.rainar3:_work _pn, ammonium-hydrogen ex-
change, a weighed. sample of pur~ . hydr:ogen . or runmoni~ 
resin; dried _ over phosphorus .pe,ntox,.ide,: was ,allowed to 
come to equilibrium;. ,in the manner already _ described, _ 
' \ ' . .. : . ' . . ' '!'- • . • . . 
wttht a mea~uredvolumeof .a9lution -containing known 
concentra~ions ,of ~ydroclllo:r-ic .acid and _ amm.onium chloride. 
. , . ; . ' • I 
Analyses wet>e cart>i~q. out, .fQr . both cations ,in _,tl:l.e equi..- . 
librium .sol.ution and .in the washed equilibrium res1r.l~; 
The purpose o:t: .. these expet>imenta. was to_ .test the assumptiorl 
of equivalence . of , exchange .( or of eonsta:qcy of .the · 
ca.pa.city of the resin . Lf ,. an.d t _o _det.ermine _whether. oz- . -
not the equilibrium _e_omposition of the. re$in eo1.1.ld be 
calculated by attt>ibutingthe change in . ionic strength of 
the solution to. absorption .of water. alone • . The . results of 
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a typical calculation based on these experiments are given 
below. 
Initial Resin (NH4 Resin): ..... •-•.,. • o .00393 grazn..; i .- equivalent 
Initial Solut,ionJ _ Volume ll •<r • •• .••• 24.97 ml. 
HOl cone. •.,. • • ." O .9409 N 
Amount of HOl • u · .0 ,02349 gram- _ 
Equi+ibr1um Solution: 
- · equivalent 
?iH4Cl •. •. • .0.1270 N 
Total ,. • • ••- O .9526 N. 
If' 1t is .af;lsumed that. the increase in ionic str.ength of the 
solution is dutl sol-ely to absorption of yuater by the x•esin, 
it follows tll.at .the total numher of equiv~J..ents · of HCl _and 
NH4Cl ih .the. t9quil.,1briurn .solµtiop must be the :Same as the 
m.unber· of equivalents _of HO.l , in th,e_ initi~l solwtion. -From 
the analysis of .. ::the 'equili"qriµm solution, .. th,e ratio of' HCl 
to NH4Ql _,. inU$~ .. _JJ.~ O,_a.256; 
Equilibriwu Soleution::. ,JiCl it• 1t• ,,. ; 9.02036 eq. __ (o~l-od.) 
Ions J?:xohanged: . 




0 .00;;13 eq~ ' . o.,00302 eq. 
·NH4 Resin.~~, _0.,000.85 .~q. , .0,00095 eq • . , 
Total • ,. .• , .• . 0 .,0039.8 ~'li . 0.00397 eq, . 
The abov,e~. experiments .. led to .the . following conal,usions •· 
( 1) There .... :W.afJ ... no. change , in the ee.paci ty o!'.·. the_ rf3sin during_ 
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exchange •. _That is, ~he number of equivalents of hydrogen, 
resin plus .the num:be:r of equivalents o:f ammoniUlil re.sin 
after the exchange :WtlS the same as the number o:f equi va-· 
1ents of pure .ammonium x-esin before the E>XChan,ge. J 2) On 
the assumptie>n . of equivalence of exchange,. the validity 
.. , .. 
01' which was thus indic~iied, it _w11s not possible to 
determinEl C():t'rectly tr.t.EJ composition of ' the E3qUilibrium ' 
resin sol~ly by .. att:i:-ibuting the ob~erved -change in ionic . 
·-
strength of .,the_J~c,lution .to th~ absorption of water by _the 
rea:tn. Analyses of · the so;l.ution tor ·chloride 1~m both be-
fore and after _the exchanges_ established tll.at the :tno1•ease 
in total .,eatiqn COI1C€l,ntre.t,ion was ,.pa.rall~led, by an' ,increase 
', ' 
in chloride ion .concentration. Tb,is indicated .that the 
increase . in ionic strength was not d~e tc, _any de~omposition 
of the · rf1sin.,. In . ,e>rdar. ,.to . qJ,Jmin1:1.te,_ the possibility .that 
the increa.se .. iP. chloririe _ipn, conoentration mi,ght have ·been 
due to the .. p~est;ince .o.1' .. ads¢)rbed '~hloriq.e i<m. on the, supposedly 
pure res.ins_; .s~:p~~s of pur_e hydrogen :~:n.d 1;tnµnonium rosins 
were deaom,pqsecl by: .the sqclil.lln. fu~~on method. Anfllysi:s of 
the deool;llpos;tt:ign _p;r,9d:ucts sl),.9,i_j94 .. th.~_,absence of . any 'Chloride 
ion. 
In order .. t<t .. lilceount, f .or' :l;h~ d;tscI'~pancy t.1(3tween the . 
composit;iQ:n .,ot.J;.ll,E) .re.s,in. .;,as .oaloulat;ed , .OP. 1;he . sole assumption 
of water,. ab.aorptio11, ,_,~q,"'the ob!3_e:r.:v~d . eompos:i.tiQn9f . _the ,, 
equilibrium .. r~sin,, as, .well as _fqr . the_ che.nge __ in to:t;~l· ionic .' 
strength .. ot .the so:J.ut.19.n;. _it. J(as _ postulat~d,. ~b,a,t -~oth, .ad• 
sorption .Qf_,.~,J,_eot:r,qlyt.~ ~nd _absorptipn q~ solvent by .the . 
14 
resin might take place. Accordingly- a •further group of 
. . -· . 
experiments was _conducted in which an additional @alysis 
such as . has been descr.i.bed under- 11 ExperimentaJ,. Methods!!- was. 
made for the quanti_ti~s o:r both ~lectrolytes whi,ch had been _ 
adsorbed by the resin, These exp~riments supplied thE3 in-
formation which seemed ne.cEtssary . tor the calculation of t .he 
amount of w.atar. absprbeµ._ by. the_ resin phase., 
A typical calculation _is as follows: 
Initial_ resin (H Resin) •• • .,. •••• .•••• 0.00504 gram~ 
equivaleni:. 
B Resin •••• 0.00077 ~q • . 
Equilibrium resin (analysis} NH4 Resin •• o .• 00428 eq. · 
Total ...... _o.00505 eq •. , 
Electrolyte. adsorbed _ by ;r1esin (analysis) 
Initial S.olution; 
EquilibritUll , Solµtion :, 
Analysis: 
HCl •• • • e:., .0.000041 eq.; _ 
I . • ., 
NH4Cl,, •. • .,o .000117 . eq. 
Total., ••• • .o ll.000158 . eq •. 
lHI4Cl conc,P • • 0._9845 U-
Amount of J{H4c1.q.02453 eq. 
HCl conc_. •. u••••0•l747 N 
NH4Cl conc ...... ,0.8321 N 
Total ....... :u• .•••l,0068 N ,. 
Amount of . .uc1 ••• o.o_p_504 ... q.q9,0_77_~p.o,00Q_~--= 0.00423_ eq • . 
Amount <;>f N~Cl.Q.024,:_5~-0.OQQ:I._2:--9.QQ';l;2E3__ _: .Q.02018 _. eq._ 
Total .•••••.• , . . ........... o.02441 ~q. _ 
15 
Volume {calcd) 
·~o·m· ·c·o•nse·-.:._va. t1·on of If" ···•• .. o.oo423 X 1000 ·• 24 . • . 2 ..l . ml. r~ • ••• 0;1747 · ·· · · ·· 
From eonseI'.vation of Nit+.• o.OZOlS X. 1000 • 24.26 ml,. 
4 , , 0.8321 
Mean ................ 24.2410.025 ml. 
Water absol'bed by resin .... 24.97-24.2:4 ... = 0 ... 73 ::t 0.,025ml, 
Water absorbed/eq. rest11.. 0.73 :: -144 ! 4: 1111. 
. 0,00504 




Final water · in resin.,. n . .... 0.94 ! 0.__025 ·m1. 
Total wat.e_r .. ' i .. n. resin/eq · resin .. o.94 · ·.·· a 186 ! 5 ml. . · · . · . . • . . .. • 0 • 00 504 . 
The resul .. ts wb.ich . .vv.ex-~ obtained . from :tl.lis :type oi.' oalcu-
I ·1 •• 1 "- , 
lation are pres_ented l .ri i'~ble . 1,., .and a _plot. of tl:le _variation 
of K0 .with resin composition, is_ ,.shown in Figure 1.,, . . It .can 
be seen that .. .. ~he valueet"of . K0 vaz,y . I'egular,ly ti~e>m approx!- . 
.' { ! : · •• 
mately. 2,3 to ,0 •. 9 __ over .the entire range of resin compositions. 
: . . ': 
Thus they:. agree fairly well with _-the v,a,lues of 2.~ to l.O 
over the . same range of compositions .which were .calou~ated .by 
Lowen and . . Stoenner .. (61. . .. The .. .4ata .in. 'J;1al:>le 1 _shov, . no definite 
relationship between the. resi1,1. .0.ompoaition ,mq. the total 
quantity of ele.ctrolyte adsorb.ed by the reedn. .. ~he, latter 
1s proba'bly a complex fun.ct.:1.on J>f .. the roJati.ye t.E:)ndency of 
the hydrog~n .ar,.d, ._a.l'Illllonium ipns , t;o .be ad~qrb~cl, , as .· well. as. 
of the capacity. f'or .. ,adsorption of a ,.resin of .any, given 
oompositi.9:P.. ,,, .. For ea.ch ~lectI'_c:,ly~~., ;l'.lc;>wev,e:r., _:the amount of 
Table l 
Date. On Ammonium•Bydrosen ExchanS!, 
(Resin .A) 
Mole fraction :NH4 resin 
a.t equ.11ibrium 
(a) iI Resin 
0.000 o.415 .o.sro o.649 o.eso 
Equivalents RCl adsorbed 0.020 0.028 0.02& 0.014 0.008 
pe:r- equivalent of resin 
Equivalents Nf¼Cl ad$ox>bed. .......... 0.009 o .• 016 0.015 0.023 
per equivalent of resin 
Total equivalents electro- 0,020 0.0:;7 0.044 0.029 . o.osl 
lyte adsorbed per equiva .... 
lent of r-tNlin 
Initial water in resin 
(ml•) µer equivalent of 
X'es1n 
Water absorbed (ml.) 
r>e:r equivalent of resin 
Mole .traction. 1Hi4 r-esin 
at equil1b1~1um 
42 42 42 42 
144 135 187 125 144 
185 177 209 167 186 
---- 1.10 1,55 · l.•!3 1.17 
(b) NH4 Resin 
0.202 o.551. o.647 o.746 · 1.000 
Equivalents HOl --adsorbed 0.020 o.018 0,019 .. 0.013 •----
per equivalent; .. of resin . 
Equivalents ltll4Cl adsorb- o.oos (:).0ll' .. 0.017 0.021 0.0:.;2 
ed par equivalent. of rosin 
·Total equ:tvalents electro- 0.025 . 0.02s o.034 o.0:34 0.032 
lyte adsorbed p~r equiva-
lent of resin · · 
Initial water 1n ·resin (ml.) 55 55 55 55 55 
per equivalent of resin 
Wator aiaorbed hnl.) 90 97 ei 101 87 
per equivalent of resin 
· • 
Totar ·water in resin (ml.} 145 152 146 156 142 
per equ1val$nt or resin 











adsorption .is .roughly proportional to the .concentration 
of · that electroly~G · in the s·o1utiori. Ft;trther, _ther_e fs 
seen to be .-~ oonsiderabie variation in the volume of water .. 
absorbed by each resin in :the several exchange reactions, 
i. ' • / • ' • ' " • • ' ' • 
and also in the to.tal volume, -~f _water .. held by t'es~n 
at equilibriµm. In all cases, howev:er-; th_e greater ab-
, . t ; ) 
sorption is shown. by the hydrogen resin., It was thought 
' ' 
that amount o"f: absorption might possibly be influenced by 
the particle size of the _resin and by its water conteint 
' ., ; 
before exchange •. It was ·noteci 'that the ·resin _particles 
crack upon wetting if · the re·sin has_ pre'.viously been thoroughly 
dried. Of .the two r~sins used tor __ tbese t3XOhanges, the 
ammonium resin was the less .th~roughly . _dried _and . consisted 
of the larger particles. 
In order that the effect _of particle .si.ze upon the ex-
change reaction might be investigated; a ba,tch of hydrogen . . . 
resin waf:} P:t'-?par¢:d from the erud~ Dowex-50 wllich: had be.en 
most recently :r,eceiv:ed (Resin B),. . Jt w~s then . sep~rated 
according t9 p.srti~le siz~ ,by means of sieve$ and each . ·f . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
fraction .. ,w.~~ , tr~ated in, J;;h;e m~nnf3r. descriqed. _under H~peri• 
. •'!' ' ' 
mental Meth:odsft. In order that the compositi,on of the 
resin might not be. changed, pure .hydrochloric acid ~as 
used as the initial solution~ ',rhe . absorption _ or watel" by 
each sample _was cal.culated by the metbo_d_ pre_v:iously de~ 
scribed, tr.om .the increase in ioni~ str,ength of .the equi-
librium solution/' .. The. _results_ of this experiment are re-
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ported in Ta.~le 2. As these results show solvent ab-
sorption to :t,e practically independent., o:r pa~ticle s}.ze, 
· all subsequent work was ·done on. resin of 14-28 :mesh. 
Two· sample$ of hydrogen res.in were then 'prepared 
from. the same sample of crude Powex-50. •rhese samples 
_ were similar as to partic,le size, but were dried for 
different lengtl'1,s ot time in order that they might contain 
,different amounts of . water. , After analysis to _determine. -
- water content, a · weighed sampl,e of each was plaeed in 
h'~drochloria ac~d solut1o·ns_,_ ~md the absorption was calou- . 
lated as above. Re_sults of' ; total calculated water _ab-
so~ption on these ~esins are given in Table 3. 
In .order.that t;l:l.e_ ca.leulated absorption of water by-
·the resin might .be verif.ied by a mor,e , .direct _ method, tha 
foll~Ning experiment· was conducted. After the resin had 
been placed- in water .and allowed to pecome saturated, Jt 
was dried ~by _p:c-_ess~re :betwe.en layers of dry .filter paper.-
' The loss in weight upon drying at 1156 was then determined •. 
This a.naly.tieal , procedu:r~ _:was used on . hydrogen and ammonium 
resins prepared front bot,h sample~ of crude Dowex.-pO avail""'." 
able 1n this laborat.oJJy, as .v1ell as on samples of _resins 
of intermediate· .eol!lpositio.n pr,epared from newer Dowex""'.50 • .. 
These mixed . resins w~r-e :p:repared by treating ·pure hydrogen_ 
or ammonium resins with llydrochloric a ,cid or anunonium 
chloride _solut~i.on as re_quh~ed.. I ,ntermediat.~ resins of 
the same composlti<>n·, were shovm to possess the _ f3wne ab~ 
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sorption capacity, regardless of whether they .were initially 
formed tr.om hydr.og~n or ammonium resin • . As.is evident from 
Table 4 and Figure 2. there is for eaeh .initial resi1:1 sample 
a linear. relationship between the resin composition and the 
amount of water absorbed .upon immersion. 
At this point it was noted that there was satisf'actory 
agreement between th~ .solvent' ab~orption capacit;r of' the . 
resin e.s ,determined on ,the one hand ,by this diI'eet . method., 
and on the other as calculli\ted from the increase Jn 1.onic . 
strength. of .the solution, .onl.y .v,hen ..  no exchange occ11;rred; .. ·, .. ' ' . ., , 
that is,: .when hydrogen reain was placed in hydrochlor.ic 
' ,- ·, ' . ' . ' . ' . . ' t. 
acid soJ.ution. or .when .ammonium resinwasplac13d in ammonium 
' . ' •. ' . •• • ; . , · ! . - ', . • " ; •• .• t :; . 
cblor~de solu,tion~ When .exchange o.cou:r:•;red on hydr;ogen 
resinl the splverit absorption as ~alcuJ.ated from inpreas~ 
' i. •: : , ~: 
in ionic,. strength was t .oo high; with 'annnon1um resin, i~ 
' }: ' : , " .. , . . - ·. •,. ' .'. ' . ' ' . 
was too low. ,'flhis .Qbservation , indiyated .:that the discrepancy 
might .be due to a change .in volume. of the . solutic:m when 
eleotrolyt~s of.)iifferent ~ppare~t molal volume were ex-
changed. In aneffort to verify this. hypothesis, . the change 
in volume t:1.pcm oompJ.ete ~:x.c);iange ,ot ions was calculated 
for one .liter of' solution .oon;taining .origine.lly o~e gram• 
equivalent; of hyd.rochloric acid or of anunonium chloride. 
Densities were .. taken i'rom the International Gritieal Tables •. 
As an ex$,n\ple, consi.d,er as the in1.tial solution one ... 
liter of' l N ammonium chlorideili'. .Since .its density is l.0146; 
the solution weighs 1014.60 g., 
Table 2 
Effect .of .Particle Size of Resin on Water Absorption 
Particle size of resin (mesh) 14-20 .20-28 35 
No. of equivalents·of resin used 0.06558 0,00~91 o.00399 
Water absorbed (calc., ml./eq.) 149 . 151 14'7 
Table 3 
' ' Et.feet of Initial Water Content of Resin on Water 
'Absor•ption· . 
No. of equi~ 
valents of 
·· resin used 
H res in ,ljo • .i . 0 .00856 
Ii resin No',. ,.2 0,.00557 , . . . . - . 
Initial water . Water 
cont ent absorbed 










•· Water . Absorption GS:paci ty of He sin 
Resin Mole fraction Water absorbed 
NH4 resin · {ml./eq.·) 
A 0.000 183 
A 1.000 132 
B 0.000 145 
B 0.352 133 
B 0.402 131 
B 0,661 119 
,, a· o.sa7 119 
B 1.000 107 
Fig. 2 
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I 00 .__ _ __.__..__ ___ ..._ ___ _._ ___ _._ __ _ 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 , 0.8 1.0 
1014.60 g. solution 
53. 50 g. NH Cl 
961.10 g. wa!er 
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Now let all. of the anll1lonilllh chloride be replaced by hydro-
chloric acid, as would happen if complete ion exchange 
occurred. 
961.10 8• .water . 
36.47 g. HC.l 
997.,57 g. solution 
36.47 . . 
This solution oont.ains 997.57 X 100 = 3.756 % HCl. A 
solution of this qomposit:ton h_as . a density of' 1,0169; 
•• ( . T • 
hence there is 997.,, 57 .::..: _9_80.99 ml, .. , of. solution/eq. HOl., . 
1 •. 0169 
or lOQQ ... 9$0,99 .: .. 1 .9,.Ql, ml. ,de.cre.ase _in volume dul:3 .to ion ,. . 
exchange has ... .occul".r~d. , 
· Since 50. ml• portions of solution wer0 used for these 
exchanges, . the erro?i in the .calculated amount of water ab-
sorbed by .the resin upon .exchange would be approximately 
( 19 .• 01) (50} (x)ml .. , . wllere_ x -:::· number .of' equivalents of ion 
1000 . 
eJCchanged .• This corl'eotion is .(18 •. 57)(50)(x) ... foI" . .. a.Il- ex-
. . J.iOOO 
change beginning with l N liydrochlortc acid. 
The water s.bs~rption .data of Table 1, af·ter . application 
of thi$ correction, a:ro shown in Table 5, in which they a.re 
compared vd. th values obtai:p.ed ·by the direot method. In order 
to obtain more accuI'ate results, !'our excha.:,;1gea were carried 
out on, samples of reain _which wer~ i'ive times as large, in 
solutions .of. the .usual volume. If the experimental error 
·were the same .the .percentage .error would be greatly reduced, 
Table 5 
06rrected Data on Jfydrogen-Ammonium Exchange .(Resin AL. 
Initial 
.resin 
• H Res· 
MH4 Res · 
H; -Res 
H Res 





















calculated _ Total water 
· Mole ' - trom increase . absorbed 
.frao tion in ionic strength. · .. ( linear .. _ . 
MH4 1,..esin · or solution · · - in.terpolati_on . at equi- (ml./eq.) .. . from Table .IV 
































as all results are .calculated on .,the .basis. of one, equiv~-
lent of resin •. The .. results of. these exchanges al'& .given, 
in Table.6, in.whioh.theyare compared withvalues ob--
tained .by .the direct .. met.hod. 
Prom the .res.ul.ts of _theae. s.tudies, .. it .... oan be ootlr-
cludeA th.at; tbe apparEtnt n.otl.•equivalenoa .ot ion.. exchange 
is probably due to . th1'~e causes t . {l}· adso:rp't_ion. Qf. eleotrQ.- , 
{t-lyte by the. res1n,>.,C2}_al>ao:rption ... o~ ,de1:1orption. c,f .water . , 
by the resin, .. and ... (~J QhGt.nge>1n}VQl'1ffl.e .oft.the .solution . 
due to exchange pf .. tl~ct:rol:1teS,,Q.t.d1,ff'er~nt. appar,ent 
molal· volume•. 
*Desorption·would .occur if.the.initial resin contained 
more water. i;han the .saturated equilibrium resin., 
Table 6 
Data onHydrogen•AmmoniumExchange_ (Resin B) 
Total water ab• 
sorbed as _ c_alou- _ 
lated from 
Mole increase in, ion:i~ 
No. Qf .i'raction _ s_trength ot. 
equi Valents _ NH4 :resi~ solution 
Tpta.l water _ 
absorbed 
(linear " 




of resin ,, at equi• (ml./eq.,. 
_used .. ,_. librium _ oorreeted) 
Table T'v-, 
__ .. _ml./e9,.) 












->J- Sinoe _analysis tor on.ly cme ,ion was neoesaary, smaJ.le:r 
sampl~s. were_ Jla_ed • •. 
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Silver-aydrogen EKchange . 
I . . 
Since, in their study ot :the .. silver-hydrogen exchange, 
Lcrwen and .. Stoenner ( 6J noteq._ anomalous b~}:u).,rior . :wh:tch 
th~y attributed. .t;Q a .~onsidere.bl.e adsorption 91' silver . 
ion by the .. resin~, it.J'fas . . :~h()Ught. :t.ha.t 1 t would .be advisal:>le . 
to make a .. vel(y' thoroµgh .wvestigatic:>n oi' .this system, 
in ord.er .. . .further to ... cheek . . the eoncrlu,f3ion$ which were .. 
' ' ' ' ' 
reached tr.om .a .st:µdy Qf' ,..the .. ariunoniJ.1m~hydrogen exchange • . · 
As a t,relimi?U'l:cy .. .,s .t ,<,Jp, .,.thE>.Sl~te~ .contents of .the. 
' ·. . . 
pure silve~ ....  an.d ,co!. tlie . pu~e.,llydrqgen ... r~.sj,_n .. (as . .:used) .. . 
' were deterndned ... from the :.1.0,ss _in. W,(;l;i.gh~ uppn drying .thes~ 
resins at .. llO~ F., lµld· their. :tot.e.l ... capa.Qit; .fQr .abtlorption . 
of . wat~r .. was .<teter~ne.d, ~Y-. .imrn.ersiop. in .w11ter . and ~ying ... 
in :the mannerdes4ribed _previously. Th~ .water content of' 
the. hydrogt3n, resin as .ttsed was folJ.Ild · to 'be 98.'7 g., and 
tllat of. the silver :t:-esin,.P4 ... 8 .. g.; .Pel:' equivalen~ of resin. 
Their maximum water abaQrp:tion .. Ql\pae.lties.,:werefound .. to .. 
be 142 and es.s~ g. per .equ,iy~ent; respec-civel:y. As there 
had been :(Qµnd te> .J>~ ... a.. lintlar. relations.:b.ip l>etween the . 
resin compo~:ttion .Mcl. ... :t,lle m~imum, w:ate,r absc,r,ption .capacity 
for the ammoniuni.,and, .hydJ:togen .res,ina, a .. ~imil,ar. .. rel.ati.orishiP . 
was asstllJle.<l .t .o ... ex:l.s.t,i:a.lso tor ,the. si:1.vet'. and.:hyclrogen 
resins. 
The change .. in ,.vol:q.me .. .. o:f' J~Q . .. ml•· .. of' . ,sol,llti.on c.ontai;ning 
originally, . .Q .• .Q6 .. equiv1:1l.eI1.t. ,oi.' ,nitr.ic , acid qr _. ot .. silveX' ... 
n1trate,. J1pon .co:mpl.etie . exc.h,ange ... Q,t' .. io;ns,t .:was .. c~lcu,lated, .. 
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densities. being.taken .from .. the .. rnternatioXlal Critical 
Tables,. In .contrast.to.the.ammonium•hyd.X'ogen exchange, 
the apparent molal volunieso+ silveri nit~at~and nitric 
acid were f.ound . to ... be , nea.J:-ly , the s .. ame, .. the_, average . ohar1gf;l 
.·inivolume. of . . this s,Qlution .'bei:ng. on.ly Q.04 ml~ .. Since. 
complete .~xcbange "ot, ions in a.olutie>n_was Xle.'V'el." :realize,d 
1n.the.se .. •exper1men:t;s1 'bbe. ,:r.es'Ulting.change .. Wtis so·. small 
f 
AB ... to be .... wit;µ.in ...... tb.~. l~mi~~t,of .. ~.x:pe:x-imenii.al.· .. : error,. ·.and .. , 
}'. 
~herefo:r-e .. n<J ... co~;e~a'blq1:2.,.was ... nE:l~esaary. 'beca.;u.se of· it .• 
;,,-: .: . ' . ·.- ·, ·_ ·:· -_·_ ·, -"'!;' .. _ .··, '. . . ' ., 
.,1,'he .s:1,l-v:~r--p.yg;~r,g(?)ll. .. ~X()il.a.11ge ... r~aotions. we~e .carried 
, - - - . · · . - • I --• - : "' 
.. ou~ 1,eoo~dlpg ·:ttl ... ,tb~.J:1a,ma .. p~Qc;~dur<t .. as ... w~s.us.edj_for .. the 
ammon1~~< llydx-og~n i •···:·J.')l.~. _, ini ti.al .. and.: .. tina.l __ r as in 
~omposi.tions, .. llll.d the r.ftJanttti~s ot -bot}). ~leet:rplytes ad.• 
.sorb~d. :v,e:re. q.e_te_~in~Q,., ··:exp_er.ima,ntalJ..y. 
In ?his ~Jtohange,, .. as. ~:fl the p~eV+(rus .one,- equiyal~nce 
of e~cha.n,ge y,a.s fplln.d to. eocur, .. in., that. the -o:~tpa~1 ty of the.· 
res:tn rema:i.r1ed· .µnchanged •. ,. 'I'he .~esult,~, ot. -these exchanges 
are es~nte4 .. ,.;:r1.., .. Ta:-Ple~t ... 7 ..... an.¢l;. 8. M-d .... in .· Figuree · 5 ... and. 4., .. 
The . v~u..e,. ot. ,Kc arEt .a~en to .... v:ary, ll.egu.la.r.ly frQPJ.:J.l.pprc,p.mately_ 
6 to . 19 .OY~~. thf) E)~i;~~f.3 ... ~-rl:3.Pge.,pt . ;•:re~in __ goI9-PQS_it.i9ns • ... This 
11;\ElY be cpn,.pa~ed ;vi t,;_h< .. thE, y~l.uea .. rflnging f~om. . 5 to. ~-. which 
v1ere. <l.alcn~.lat.ed ,,,\">r.-.. L.OY(~ .~ng,J~tpenr-tEtr, .. ;.,, . 'fhf}, _ .:Large .. diijcr,epallcy 
in ,the ,VA;J..µ_e~-- o~ .. K0 ,.tox-.. r~~i.~s,.,4i.8b.i.n .s11.ve.:r 1on._qoµt.~nt ts. 
probabl,1, dµe, to ;,e:t>~.orit-.i.ll .. ~_(:),~in opnipo:~i ti.pp. , -~I'ifling f:t:'opi_, tlle. 
calou:i~ti<;>n .. Jin.s.tead.,.o.f .. . e,cpex-;!Jr!Et11:~~1 .d~t.emn!natJpn) . of th~ 
quantity pf .. ad~Q~beJ.i. ,el.~.o.t.~,Ql;y,tJ,.,. , ,,,TJ.1.e. y~lu~.- o.f .: ~ll~ ,totai 
Table 7 
,Silver..,Hyd:rogen :Exchange •·. 
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Ag Res 
Ag Res . 





.. . :.0.701 
0,538 
0.477 
... .. Q.,177 
0.000 
.i .• ooo 
·., ,Q .• :981 
. .., ,;,Q.979 
... Q.935 
.,,., cr.a1s 
, ... Q • . 685 
' , ,.o .• soa 
.. ,,,Q .• 534 
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Table a··  
. Adsorption Of Electrolyte On Resin . 
J 
Total .. 
N Equivalents .of e:t.~ct~olyte. 
AgRes . at . adsorbed by., resin . 
equi val en ts 
a,bsorbed per 
e_qµiyalent of 
resln eqµi1ibr;tum . . :1:H?o ,- . A~o3 TOtal 






.. J~ •. ~oo 
l.e.oo . 
. .Q .• ~81 
.o.~.7~ 
o •. 955 
,Q .• 815 
.o .•. eas 
o.6.6a 
..,.0., .• 00074< o~OOP76 · o.QOJ.QC> . o.o(>o9 
o_.oooss 0.00012 0.0007.;i. 0.0:;05 
Q .000~2 0 .,QQ.908 0 .,Q,QQpO Q.Q26l · 
0. .• 00035. : o_.0.0004 0.000,39 .0.0213 
.0.00021 0 •. 00002 0.0.00.23 o.o.1e1 
.. 0.00021 .O.QQQQl . Q.OQQ.22. .P..0122 
·.,0.00917 
-· 
. .. o,.ooo:;'7. 
.,Q.,OQ.047 
I 
.. Q. • . 00047· 
.,Q,90048 
.,o_.qooss 
.. 0 .•. 00030 
,,,Q ... 90028 . 
o.Q.0017 
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water uptake by the ref31n .as calculated f:r:-om the changes in 
ionie strength of :the solution is seen tobe in :('air agree-.. . 
ment with the mol'e nearly coX'rect value tlsd~ter.m,ined directly. 
' The total qua.ntity . of eleotxrolyte adsorbed appears tQ . be almost 
: . ' . ' ' 
solel.y· a. fu.riotion of the, resin composition, ,the resins high 
in silver ion._hatring a m,uch gr~ater cap~oi-t.y f .or ,ad~orption 
of electrolyt~. than tho~e .high).n .hydrogen .ion _eont~nt., The, 
quantity of. e~ch eleotrc;>lyte a,q.sorbed if:I proportiop.~1 to 1 ts ., 
concentration ,in th~. sol:,ut:ton, ,. t1.itric aqid ,h,aving ,a .slightly , 
greater . ,tende~ey. to ... be . adsor.beq. t:han si:l:,ver nitrate, 
.. The exchE!,nge ,,of th~.s. pair ,e>:f.' ioll.s c,ffe:rs a 111or~ severe 
'beat than ,was ,aff'or.ded l?Y prev:~ous da.ta ,o:t ,the. thE3o~y 
previousl,y"ad~ano.~d .. t.iP . ,~xp).a1:n ,tl1e . chang~ . in., ioil19 .. . ~trength 
of the sqJ.ut,t.9n . µpon .. ,~x~h~Ilge .. (?f' iqns .. .. •;In. cQntrast "to . the 
results QP~e.I',~d . i..n .. tJ::J.,e. ammo:ri1,µm•hydrogt:m exchange,, ., the . ' . .. ·, " . . ' ' . ' ' . ' ' . •, . . 
total ion.ie .~~rength ... Qf,.,t .he . so,l,~tion decreases 111: , e~changes . 
resulting .in, •;~ .. . hegim hig]:l.,.«.in ~1,iver ion ,cpntent, although 
1 t increases . ~n e.xohang~s r,estil,ting in. -~ resin high . in 
hydrogen ion· .c;ontent. !J;'hese f~c~s mean ,that .,in 'J;he ,.fe>rmer 
exchanges the,rat1Q. of numb,e~ of znil,lig:t'am-equ1va1ents 
of electr.olyte. a¢ts.orbed tct tbe number of milliliters of water. 
absorbed ... lll1lst. b.e gr~atex• J;han the norma:L_ity .of tb.e init;tal 
solutlon,, .wb.:Lle. in. .. :the .,lt:t.tter. ,exchanges, this ,I'atio must be 
less tha:n. .the .. 1IlltiaJ, nqr.mality, . The.se rel~tionsh.ips ... ar~ 
shown in .'l'a'ble .9, .. Jvhere. ,it :m.a.y ,be .. . seeµ tl1at . the . point J\t 
which the . . obae~yf)d ._ c_b.e:nge , 1n . i ,onic str.ength changes, from a 
Table 9 
Change In ·.Ionic Stx:-ength :Of Solution U:pon ·Exchange _ 
Total ml._, 
wo.ter ab- · 
Total mg.~~orbed by · 
Total eq. e- · resin 
normality of ·1ectrolyte{calcd. 
Initial NAgl:tes at solution_ -adsorbed from direot 










Ag Res _ 
Ag Res 
Ag Rea : 
Ag Res 
Ag Rea _  
Ag Res __ 
.0.952 o .• 9979 ·o_ .. 9_556 .1.so ._ 
0i713.. 0.,9765 o.9664 0.7J. , 
o.,;01 q.9s7s 0.94:t,7 o ._50 , 
__ o.538 o._9677 _ o.9570 0,.39_ 
o.477 Q.9590 o ... 9&93: o. 25 
0,.177 o,ge12 o.~saa .0.22 , 
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,1.000 _o_.9979 o •. 975& . .l.41.: 
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negative to a :positive ., quantity is in .agreement with the 
·point of ehange predicted :f'I'.om .the indepE:lndent .experi-




In an attempt to determine the.reason tor sqme .of 
the anomalies reported by, Lpwen and ~toenner.(p) two ex-.. 
change systems 1:p:volving 51., .. .and .Ag+ ions .,have been 
studied. ,..It ,is .tottnd. that. the apparent non•equival~t1ce .of 
exchange is due to the following.factors: (l).absorption 
or desorption of water by .the. ~esin;. (2) adsorption of ions 
on the resin,; ,(3) .change . in volume of the solution o.ue to 
exchange .. of . eleetrolyt o,s of. d:tf.f ex-ing e.ppa~ent molal volumes. 
The equilibrium water.absorption is t'pund .to .be a linear 
funetion..of, resin composition,indepondento:t' the.initial 
water eont$nt of. the r~stn,, ... Ioxi adsor:ption p~esµmably 
ocour.s in all exchange systems, but, among .. those studied, 
:lt is by .... tru:- ,the gr.ea~~st J.n ~he. ease ot resins of high 
ailver .. 1Qn .cont.ent. 
Depending, ,upon .the, .P,~lativ~ . ,n.~gn:ttu.de of .. ~Jl«?h of the 
above effacts:,,,the.. ,:toµ.i<t EJ,ti~!3:tlgtb Qt: .,'the,. equilibriu.m 
solution /ma.y ... PEL. etther. gr~a,t~~ Ql' less than. the:~ ot th~ 
initial ._ ... solution., .. 
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PART II 
. A STUl)Y OF ION JillCCHANGE EQ,UILIBRIA 
Introduction 
l 
· Although attempts have been made .to forml;!late he·t;e:c>G~· 
geneous 'cation exchange equilibria .in terms both of the 
Langmuir adsorption, :mech.anism. (l) and, of. the Donnan .merabrane 
equilibrium ( 2), . the .most fruitful theor~tical . j;r.eatinents of 
such equilibria have been thosebased upon the ,a.ppl:tcation .• ::~ ·f. 
of the law of, chemical equilibrium to the exchange.,: regarded 
as a simple metathetioal r.~~ction(1,. · 2,· 3, 4, .5) •· 
Thus; in .the simplest ,.casJt.: .whenJ:~oth .of the ,,.cations 
are univalent,.: 1e.t . ~.s .consider .tbe . . r .~aotion J;o be, that 
represeni;~d, by .th~ .. equai;i9n 
A+ '+ BR ,:: -AR 't '"B! 
where A"'., and B-t are .. the c~:tions involved irt the, e:x:change and 
R represents the . a.Gtive .. anionic portion of the insoluble 
resin. From a pµ,r~ly the:t'modynamic :triewpoint , >.then, , and 
regardless . of .. :the .. st,ructaire. ,of .the resin, th~ following 
equation should be ,~pplioablet 
aB-r, aAR ---- =~·-<tt·,i 
aAi aBR , .. . . ,. ·• 
(l) 
where aA+ ,, And aB"' ar.e the activities of the. respective ions 
. ' , . . a . . , 
in the solution and .. aAR anq. · BR _the activities .of .. the t:wo 
resin oomponent13 ,when, equil1.br1:uuL ha.s .J~een .attained, .. and K, 
the actiyity quo.tiE)nt., .. IIlQ.s.t . 'by d,e.finitiqn Qe constant ~t a 
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fixed temperatu~e_ .r .egardless _o:r the initial eonQentrations. 
This relationship may , alternatively be e,xpreseed. by __ the 
equation . 
c _B.f._·._ ·_ .· ¥B_4 _ .. a."n 
------·--· .. _BJ.._1. :: X 
CA .. . . YA'! ~SR 
(2) 
viq.ere .c -and ( ;represent :th.e mola~i:ty ~nd :.the molar a_ct1v:1ty . 
coe:ffician:t _or an ion; or better,, it.~he oationsa~e present 
\ 
in ' solution togeth.er .. with .the anion x.-r, 
2 . 
0 B-f .,Y! BX ___ aAR 
2 . . ·· _·  a _ · : ·K . (3) · 
~A+ .Jt ,BR · : 
v,,l:l.e~e Y; ~,presents .the. mean ao.tivity coei~fio1e.nt of the 
electrolyte· ,in_question, . 
I.t the ae.t .1yity .co.effic:ienta of the 1•esin components 
! ; • 
(on a mole· .f':r>act.:ton pa.sis) are .included in . the expression 
for the th~rmodynamic _equilibrium con~tan~, E)_quation (3) 
becomes · 
0 s+ Y J BX :~AR~AR 
c A• Yl· ix ~BR .t BR - . . ··, · •' (4) 
An alt:ern~te. ,e~pression w'hi.ch will be :used late;r ___ is _ 
where 
t . Kt 
AR .· .cl =· ·!.. (5) 
!'BR 
0 B+ t! BX:NAR -
O A+ a.i AX · MBR - K• . Q. (6) 
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Equation (4) eonta1ns a total of eight quantities 
which must be determined experimentally in order to ~valuate 
K~ The activity coefficients. 01' the individual electrolytes 
in mixed solutions are, a.t least in principle, determinable 
bY experiment, although their~ctual values are lmown only 
in relatively f,ew in&tances (8). To '. ooviate this di.ffioulty 
many investigators (1, 2• 5} have used very dilute so-
lutions in order th~t . . the actiyity c.oefficients might .. be 
approximately equal to. un;ty • This choice o:t procedure, 
however, pl"qbably .inorea.sed the un~ertaintyin the ex.peri""." 
mental v~lu~s o'btained. Others . (6, part I) have used the 
activitycoeffi.o:Lents which are available for pure solutions . 
of electr.olyt~s .. .. applying .the approximation that they .are 
constant. :ror .. a given · exchange system at .a constant . total 
, l 
ionic strength. As .has bee.n mentioned . previously • few . 
· investigators have _determined directly the. concentrations . 
o:f both .of the cations in .the s<:>lution _at equilibrium~ and, 
so far as the author's knowledge goes., non~ has determned 
experimentally the composition of the .r~sin phase at equi- .. 
librium • . As . has been shovm2, . the composition of , the equi-
librium X'esin cannot be succes~tully calculated merely from 
a knowledge 9-f the change in concentration of one, or even 
l. This .Thesis., Part I, page:;. 
2. This _,Thesis, pa~t_ I, Page 12. 
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of both, ions .. iri the solution upon exchange. · This con-
clusion i'ollows f:r;,om the. fact that the tot.al. i _onic strength 
of the solution oliangas be.cause of. abso1"p:tion or. d~sorption , 
, of water l:>y the resin, ·adsorption. of electrolyte by .the 
resin, and change in volum~ of the solution due to the ex~ 
change of eleatroly:tes .Q.f dii'f'eving apparent molal volumes. , 
In addit1on, .when .resintJ of the Amberlite~IR type are used., 
the oonstancy .of exchange capacity o.f the :resin cannot 
always be depended upon. ,as this capacity is a fµ.r1ction of 
the pH of. t _he solution • . Wb,:lle, in the more _f'avoxie.ble cases, 
all of' the ab.eve ·_ qua.:r;:itities may be ·known, no me.thod exists 
a.t ·present for the evaluation ot .the. activity coefficients 
of the · component a of' t~1e resin phrase. The -.usual assumption 
(l) · is that.--the resin pha.se behave~ as -an ideal _ solid so-
lution, so that the activity of'. eae.h of' th¢ two components 
is proportional ,to it.a m.ole fraction. Thia1f thi:, aa.sumption, 
however, .is . ra:rely, if ev~r, . V!ilid, is shovm _by the lack of 
constancy ot the quotie.nt Kb . when a system i$ ,carefully 
studied o,,-er, .a, . wide range. of j~quilibritlitl r .esin compositions. 
It has been sugg~sted _also. (9) that the ,activity_coeffieients, 
f • of th~ ;i:>esin component~ (f' :a R; . where N le j;he mole fraction 
of the component .in .tno . resill) .rnay ve.r,y with composition 
according .to 
and 
the., ,~1mpl1fi~q. Margul_es equationig 
, . . 2 
log fAR = ,0, N :BR. . 




where, C is a cons,tant whose value depends upon the particular 
combination of resin components under ,consideration., ,but is 
independent of their. ,proportions; Such variation of the 
activity ooeff'icients vd. th composition is coni.istent with 
the Gibba--Duhem equation for a bi:nary system 
N1 d iog f1 ... Nz d log r ,2 = '6 
Ii' now' ~quation (5) is , rewritten in logarithmic :rorm as 
' < 
ln K ·. "'!' ln Ki + ln .f AR (9) 
.... c , fBR 
and combin·ed w 1th e,quations (7) and {8}, we .fli'nd 
,ln K ; 111: K6 ·-t C.~.1~~ '."". Nifi) . ( 10) 
Thus a pl~t of ln Ki vs,. (N~R - N~). would consist of a 
< < 
straight l ,ine of s3:ope ·-o and inter~ept ln K. · It should be 
remembered, however, .t .hat simplified ?tlareules· equations are · 
no more than convenient empirical expressions, having no 
theoretical significance, 
It was the purpose of this research {l) to study ion 
exchange equilibria as thoroughly as possible, determinin,g 
experimentally all f'our quantities appearing in .. the equi-
librium· quotient K0 , (2). to combine these data with activity 
data .for mix.ad . so1ut1.ons of electrolytes . as found in the . 
literatur.e .. (e), .and .. {3J to, dC:l.termine, . if possible, .the true . 
value of the equilibrium constant K in each case. 
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Experimental Methods 
General Method--•For the study of the sodium-hydrogen 
exchange reaction, two "pure" resins 11vere pr.epared, one . con-
taining ea.oh of .the cations. involved in the exchange. The 
exchange reactions were carried out. according to the same 
·. ' 3 
procedure 8$ has been. described previo,1sly. The. nature of 
the exchange process having already been determined, however, 
• . • < ·, ' , 
no .further absorpt;on or ad:3orption data were required• Iience, 
only the .final sol~tion .concentrations and final resin compo-
sitions were d~term:ined experimentally. · The exchange was 
studied over a wide range .of equilibrium resin compositions, .... . ,, i" ' 
the ionic strength of tl;l~r solution being maintained approx1-
mat ely constant, in .one . series ot ex,periments at 1 molar and 
in another . series a~ 0.3 .molar. 
Hydrogen .. Resin•--The hydrogen resin which had been pre-
pared for use .in .the studies reported .in .'Part I was used also 
in this work 41 
Sodium Resin---The , PU'!'.e .sodium resin was , ob.ta.ined by 
maintaining a por·cion of the. hydrog~n form in contact wi.th 
a lax,ge excess of s~turated sodium chlo:r:ide eolµtion !'or 
two hours; during .this time, .sodiµm hyqre>xide sol.u.tion was 
intermit;tently ,.added to l:>ring 'the pH. ofJ;he solutlon up to 
that of a saturated .sodium .chlol':lde solution., ,wh,~re it e-
ventually remained constant. The product was then washed 
3. This .Thesis, . Par.t I, page 7. 
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and dried in the manner described for the hydrogen resin. 
Equilibrium Resin ... --The equilibx•ium resin was washed, 
air-dried, and separated into two samples of known weight. 
On one sample, the hydrogen ion was .determined by addition 
of a concentrated solution of sodium chloride and titration 
with s'tand.ard sodium••hyd:r>oxide ;solution. _ 'l'h.e other sample 
.was placed ·in .a micro-exehange '. colunmand the sodium ion was 
completely replaced by passage ''of 6lilhydroohlorio acid .through 
the column until the effluent ·-· gave . a nega·ti ve test .. for . sodium 
· ion. The combined effluent _solutions wer.e evaporated, trans-
rerred to .· a 100 ml. :volumetric flask, and diluted to volwne., 
Aliquot portions were then evaporated :to dryness and :1.gnited, 
and the residues were weighed directly as sodium chloride (10)., 
· The concentration of sodium ion in equilibrium solutions was 
determined ln the same manner. The solution 'concentrations . _ 
are calculated as equivalents of ion per liter of ~olution. 
The resin composition· is calculated as equivalents of' ion per 
gram of air""'.dried resin. 
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Theoretical Considerations 
Although the experimental evaluation of the activitfes 
in the re'sin phase ·constitutes a problem of. great dif'f'icnilty, 
a method .has been devised ,by means of' which they may be .calcu-
lated,. The constancy of K, as defined in equations (1) throu.gh 
(5), is a thermodynamic necessity, oons·equent upon the defi• 
. nitlon of. activities and upon the formulation of the process, 
and independentof the mechanism: or the nature of the solid 
phase. Hence; the applica.tion of the law of chemical' equi• 
librium furnishes , a relationship which may be combined with 
th,e Gibbs-DLihem equation in such a .manner that, in cases 
where the activity coefficients in thesolution are knov,n; 
both the ' true equilibrium. constant and th.e r:activi ty coefficients 
in the solid phase may be determined from the experimental 
· data, 
Let the exchange reaction be represented by the equation 
At + BR = Jill -4- .B + 
in which case equations ' (l) through (6) are valid. If now 
subscript 1 refers to AR. and .subscript .2 refers to BR, 
equation (5) leads to the logarithmic relation 
ln K : ln K~ 1' ln r1 .~ ln f 2 (11) 
and differentiating · b.oth sides .of this equation, meanwhile 
recognizing that K., the true thermodynamic equilibrium constant, 
is necessarily constant, we obtain the result 
d ln r1 .. d ln f 2 s-d ln Kb (12) 
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Tp.e Gibbs-,.Duhern. equat;l.on for th.e two. components of this 
b,inary solid· solution is 
"i" . 
N1 d ln f 1 :_t: N:2 d ln f 2 :: 0 · (13) 
Equ'a.t~ons (12} and ( 13) znay be sol-yed with the .follow.ing . 
results:. · 
d ln t 1 ; "'."N 2 d ln Kt, ... . . .. · C (14) 
and d ln, :r2 __ =: N1 d ln Kb: (15) 
Notirig _that,. ln f1_ = 0 at N2 0-, and _ ln f 2 :~ 0 at . N1 :r 0~ we 
may int.egrate by parts and evaluate ln r 1 and ln f 2 as follows: 
l 
; -ll2 .ln II: "f J i:n K~ dN1 
Nl 
and ln 




These results may be substituted in Equation . (11) to ~btain 
the value of the true equilibrium constant, us. follovrs: 
l 




It is thus apparent that from a plot of log K~ against . 
the resin composition N1 , the activity coefficients f1 and 
r 2, as well as the equilibrium constant K, corresponding to 
any value of K0 , . may all be determined by graphical inte-
gration. 
It may be. noted that . . the activity coefficient and equi--
librium constant tre.atment outlined above for a simple uni-
univalent exchange. :may bEt generalized to include exchange 
between electrolytEjs of, different valence types. In such 
cases it is necess(lry merely to replace the integration 
ZlNl 
variable I-h. by, .the generalized . -v:ariable X : ......,.,.------..... 7--2- ... ' ( Z1-_Z2) N1 .+ u 
Zi. and 'z2 being the .. "Valences of . _the exchanging ions. 
Thus ·.for J;h~ exchange,... z z + 
Z2A' ''l Z BR Z B 2 Z AR _. l z2 : l • 2 Z1 
we obtain the results 
1 










Sodium-Hyd.~ogen, . Exehange 
.Harned. · ano. Qw.en (8) have .. ~llown that in some cases 
there is a . linear relationship hetween t _he lc,garithm .of 
the mean .a.c.tiv.ity eo.ei'fi~ient . . of an ale_otrolyte :tt1 a pinary 
solution . ot .. J:1~eet~olytes \$t constant total ionic strength, 
and the indiv1<iual :Conoentratiqn _o_:r that electrolyte in_ the 
mixed so:tution • ... 1.I'he equati.ons,, .to ~xpress this ;relationsl1ip . 
are 
and 
· l<>s ¥1 : lpg ,!1(0) ... ~• ol.J.~ 2 . 
log r~t :. :log t2 (0) -• o< 21 . . l 
(22) 
(23) 
~here~ {(Q} an~ .. ~2(o) _are t~e me.an .activity ooefficient_s, 
respectively, ot _the· el~ctr,olytes . in .their own pupesolution, .. 
ando( 12 and 0( 21 are constants .tor mix.tur,es of the I-B rtieule.r 
electrolytes . in _question ,at the given total ionic .atr.ength. 
When those .quantities .. wit,l:1 subscript l refer to hydrochloric 
acid and thQse with subscript 2 to sodium chloride, ,the 
following. data are given for ... a solution of t.otal .io:nic ' strength 
equal to., .one .. mo.lal :, ._ 
o(.12 : ..e,Q.052 .... 
. o( 21 = -0.058 , 
l(O) = 0 ~---~?:;~ Jn ,, t .mol~l f:lOlution ,. ,Qf. pµ,;>~ _H.Cl ,, . 
( 2 (o) : 0.658 -~n .l .. . ~Ql~l solµtlon of"pure liaOl . 
Likewise .tor. a . . aolu.tion . or .. :total . . ion:1.o strength ~,qµE\l _ to O •. 3 
molal the .following .data .are given: 
d .. 12 ' "!I 
d ,21 == 




: 0.757 , in .0.3: .. molal .solution of' pure HCl . 
: .. Q.710 :in .. 0.3. molal s_olution 9f pure NaCl 
.It is evide:rit.. thflt 1 1 in . each :case,.- Jt~ may b(L ealcu1ated 
t~om the results of, .an. exp~rimental determination o:e the 
co~oentrat.,-on ,. ,of . ~$ch oa.tio~ .. in .. the equilibrium solution _ and . 
~he oompo_sitipn of J;he resin phase at equiJ.ibrium, together ... 
wi:tb the activity ope:!'.fioients ... caloula.ted from .the above data 
o; Harned _. and ~ _en•: : .. .. Suell data :and calculations,· for _exchanges 
in whtch the. _total .ioni.c _ st:re~gth or .. the. equilibrium solut:ion . 
was approximately : J. molar• , are. shown in Ta)>le .10. ::C11 Ta.ble 
·11 are .pr_esented ._s1mi:LE1r _:r:,esu.lt.s i'Qr exchanges i?:l. w4ich . the 
resulting __ solution _s.t, eqll.ilibrlum was approximately 0.3 molar •. 
·The calculated .. value.a .of . K~ 6 .,. re~;u.l.~:ing, i'r.ol!l botµ. __ s.erias of' 
exchange .rea,_cti.c,n~_, __ Eir~.,-Rl.ott~d _as. a fµnction of r~:~in :.compo-
sttion .ill. .. 1!1.gµ.r.El _5. __ .,_.lr,Qm",. thia . . Plot,. by _m,eans of graph+Qal 
1ntegrati.on, .. . _th,a .valµ~ .. o:t .,the,.equilibriuni <lons.tia~t, ... K, . and 
. ·the valu,s. ·.ot ... t .h~t .. ac..:tl,r.l.ty . coeJ. .. _ficie:Qts _, o.f.- .. e~qh Qf .the com• 
ponents o.t .. J,he ... ,r .e.~in .. Ph~s.e. .,may,._ b~ _,,obtai;ned.. . Th:e.. ,.y-a,lu~ _of 
a - . a 
K •· __ . HOl . NaRes 
a _ a 
NaCl HR.es 
as calculated f'rom. ·_.the r,~sults of the exchang~s. in which 
ionic st~ength. of ... the f3plu.t .1on was l . mola.r, _was founci to 'be 
1.73, whilet .. its_ value,. as. calculated from the. raauits_ of ex• 
Table 10 . 
,Sodium• If.z?.rogen Exchange · ( l ) .. . 
Concentration 
at .. · 
equil1br~'lllll . -t ../ 
Initial N . .. .... ' ' 'fog UHCl I log ONac'i 
resin .. . Na .Res HOl .. . . . NaCl .. - · -•· -----
H·RtJs 
K . K.' 
C C 
H iRes o ... 33~ . 0.7.395 0 • . 2243 ... -0.100? -0.1~70 1.E>7 - 1.:98 
Il Res o.4€31? . o.&079 o~.3603 -0.1048 ~O.145O · 1.~s - 1.90 
, , 
H R.es O.pa~c 0 ... 4~41 o.4.84~ -:o.1oa2 -o.1s20 . 1.46 · l,79 . 
H Res .0.702 · o._361~_ 0.6JZ8l ,;-0.,1125 -0.1603 l.3~. l.68 
H Ras 0•79f)_ ..(1 41 232~ 0.'7619 . ~0.1168 •0.1680 1.-18 1.49 __ 
Na _Res Q.3~7 - Q.'1333 0 .• 217.~ . .... 0.1009 -0.13Q8 l.~5 l.95 . 
Na Res .0.483. 0.6417 0.,3562 . . ::--0.1045 -0.1448 l .. 61 l.94 
:Na Res 0 .. 58~ 
. ., . 
Na Res Oi.698 
Na Res 0.7~6 
Na Res .0.883 
Na Res~_ O .• 9;35 
.0 •. 5028 Ot4'7.3~L ~0.108.0 ... o.1515 l.,51. l.85 
_0.3662 0.,6182 ·""!0.1122 -0.160.0 .  1.37 1.71, 
• 
0.2372.0.7571 . -o.11s4 ;..o.1eao 
.0.1179 0.8855 ,. --0.1201 ~.0 .• 17~1 
.0 .• 0&91 0.9.459, --.0 .• 1221. ,"'.".p.1790 
1.22, 1.55 
1.01 1.30 
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0.2586 Q.0:315 , .. .• 1226 ... 0.1337 
o •. 2253 0~0700 -0.1238 ... Q.13S9 
0.19_00 0 .• 1021 +.0.1251 .. o.137a 
.o.11e2 o. • .l'784 ~o.127a . ...0.14_21 
o.oa20 0 •. 2:1.Qe 'ep.12.~1 . .-0.14_44 
o .• 1aoa 0.11.os --0.12154 --o.1ae2 
' 
q.0.753 o.227~ ~O.l.2.93 -O.J448 
.o.os.4:q o.~.642 --0.130_0 _ .. 0 .• 1470 
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-changes in which :the ionic strength of the solution we.a 0.3 
molar, was fou.nd _to _be 1.68. The values of the activit;y eo-
eff'1e1ents at various i:-esin .compositions are given in Table 
12. 
From the theoretic~l point of :view, ._the val1.1_es of the 
-equilibrium _constant El.nd . of the _ activity coefficients of 
each of the • components of the resin phase should be_ inde• 
pendent of<_ the ionic str~ngth of _the exter_nal solution.- The.re-. . ' ' ' . · . . 
.fore the. small. discrepancies wh:l.ch are noted must be due to 
-
experimental ex•r.or. Th~:r-e a.re several possible _ sources of _ 
error. In the .first; pls.ce,_ the activity _coef'ficients of 
hydrochloric ac.id _ ;tn __ the aqueo".1s phase were not experimentally 
determin~cl over the ~n.tire ._range of' compositions. __ Also the 
activity ,opetfio1ents of\_$odium chloride wei~e not determined 
directly, but were calculated in a somewhat indirect manner. 
Although it __ is believ_ed that l _ittle error is present in the 
experimentally .determ1ne4 .values of the hydrqgen ion e·on-
centration in .tlle solut_ion .. and :r:>_~sin phases, there isa po~-. . ., . . . ' ' . ' . . . . , . ' 
sibility of ... gI".(?at~r e:r:t>or, ___ in .. the_ sodium lon . . &Ilalyses • Even 
so, the disagr~ement 1n ,t:be. , v:aluef3 .. of. the equili:brium constant 
is not great\, .. an¢t the agr.e~li,lent. petw~en the calcu~a.ted values. 
of the ac.tivity co,ef'fio1ent~ Js J~xcellent_ except in th_e cases 
of resins,_ co:ntaining .. s.mal,l qu~;n~itie~ oi,' J~he_ i .0.11. in question, 
in which _cases the <laloulated values were necessarily obtained 
from extrapolated portions of. the curve. 
Table 12 
Activity ,Coefficients o:r Sodium Resin and 
_Hydrogen. Resin ,at _Various Resin Compositions 
... .1.·o - 0 .. 3 - • · 
N .. . · _Na Res ,'£ :': Na Res i'H Res f .Na Res . t H Res 
l ; 1. :/• o.·a6s.;i-o.,o 1,.090 0 879* ' ,' .. ' .. 1.000 
0.1 o'.as7 Q.,999 0;979 l~.ooo . ..  r . .. 
'"·'•, 
0.2 0~870 · .Q •. 999 _0.879 1 .. 006 
,. 
0.5 0.,876 .0 , •. 996 o.as3 ·o 997 '.,. 
' 0.4 o.'aa4 o •. 992 0.887 o.,995 . o.s 0~_894 o .. 899 0.984 
' o.s 0.909 0.963 o.917 o •. 960 
, , 
0.7 0,.933 o •. 916 o.,940 9.917 ·· 
~:. , . o.a o.964 9.~836 · 0.966 o.,a47 
0.9 o.9a6 o.720 o.989 0,.735 
' r _-_:_.i:;. ;,_) ;:;-~;i•:,_ 
1.;0 1.000 _o, •. 532* 1~000 . 0.,583{t:'. 
* ' '. ' Extrapol~ted . values ... 
; ·.• \ . 
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It is of . interest to note that .the evaluation of these 
activity .coefficien·t,a cannot . be aeoomplished by :t.he use of .. 
simple relatlQnahips between t:q.e:rn and the resin __ Qoril.poai ti<.mt 
such as" t,o~. ·example, ·a.re .indicated by the empirical Du.hem~ 
.Margules equ.ations 
· .. . 2 .· · . ' .·. · 2 log t 1 .: ~N2 _and logf2 _: C.N1 
Vlhen, with, _val~e-~_ ·ea.leulat~d f:rom,. ·exah~riges in _whJah the 
ion~e stre,ngth . <;>,t .. the . aqueoµs solµt_ion . was apprpximatel7 l 
. 2 . 
molar, log t 1 18- .plotte.d V.$.~ N 2 . anq. log .f 2. ia plotted· vs. 2 .·· .· • .. ' . . •- . •· . . - ' _  --___ -- _· N1 • . there is ... copsid~rspl.~:. ,q~vtation · from ,,line£lr1 ty, - as is. 
shown in J!igure 6;-.< 
Fig. 6 
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The sodillnl~hydrogen exchange syst,em has be.en studied 
with Dow~ex-50 .. a.s ex.changer OVE)J? a vlide range of equilibrium 
resin compositions ill solutions of constant total ioni.o 
strength of (l). approximately 1 mola~ and (2) ~pproxlmatel:y 
o.::; mola:r. In this system.the JappaI'.ent equilibrium cons.tent 
K' v1as found to .va1-iy regula~ly with equilibrium resin. eom• 
e 
position, .this variation indicating ·that the usual assumption 
of id.eal . solid solution J)e,hav:1.or in the. ex.chapger phase ;must 
be. i.r.ival:td• Exohanget data have been combined with, activity 
coefficient de.ta. ,fro:cn the ... 1.i te:rat.ur1 e. for a mo1:-e accurate 
interprete.ti,on, of tllis system, A .. new method . . has . . be.en devised 
for the ,q.~te~ntin~t.ioP 'by gr.Elphieal, means of ,the r~sin phase 
activity ... coe.ff:l.Q:t.ents J:1µd ill\~ true ,'the1~odynamic . f)quil1br1.um. 
constant 1n, ... an, ex.<:hange . . system •. ,.A.,.single te:rm"Ma.rgules ex-
pansion o.f .. th ..e aet+vit:y: ooefficie~ts was f'ound. no.t .to be 
applioablta in. the. os.se J:>f the. a odium-hydr9gel'l. ,exchange .• 
PART III . 
THE DETF,RMJJ-f A'l:IOli OF ACTIVITY- COEFFICIENT RATIOS 
OF NITRIC .ACID. _,AND SILVER NI'l'RATE IN BINARY 
AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS, AND THEIR APPLICA.TIOU 
TO ION EXCHAJlGE :&1Q.UILIBRIA 
· Introduction. 
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In the ion ex.change work which was reported .in . :ea.rt II 
of this ·l:ihesis, a method was developed by means of which it 
was possible to calculate the value of the true equilibrium 
constant for the so<iium-hydrogen exchange, as well as the 
activity coefficients of eaeh of the oo:mponen·ts o:f' the resin 
phase throughout .the. entire . cqmpos:ttion range • .A,kno:wledge 
of the activity coefficients of. nitric acid and silver . 
nitrate, or .rathe:r . . of. tl'le .. ratiq pf .these e.c:t;.S.vi,tycoefficients, _ 
·in binary aqueous solutions of .total .io!l1c strength equal to 
unity, when _qomb_i:ned wit.n. Jhe .. exeha.p.ge ,data presented .. in P~rt 
I, would , peI'm.it . . a .. $.imilaI' tI'ea,t111~nt,. of .the .. .. silver,- hydrqgen, .. 
exchange., 
Activity . coefficient data. for .this pair of electrolytes 
over a range of conce:n:l:irations woul.d also be of intl'insic. 
interest, .a.s .it is known .. that in pure aque.9us solutions j;he 
value of the .activ;ity coefficdent . or silver nitrate decrea_ses 
much more rapidly with conoentrati.on than· .. doe1;1 that, of nitric 
acid. This .. pair of electrolytes would thus probaply furnish 
a test of the ionic strength principle mor/9 severe than that 
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offered. by a binary so~ution of hydrqchloric acid '. and 011e 
of the alkali metal chlorides (8), for which. case the 
' ' • ,,. J __ ,
electrolytes in their pure solutions exhib~t more nearly 
the same dependence. of aetiv-ity _coefficient upon conoe~-
tration •. 
From a pux-aly th9rmodyna~o point of . view, .~t would 
see;m posflible to . obt~+n the value of the . ratio of the 
aGt.ivity coefficients ,. ~f -.nitric acid and silver nit.rate, . 
in any solgt:t.o~, from , ele.ctroin9tive foro~ meaauremEmts on 
a _oell ·of the type 
Ft,, H2 ,, . H;N03 (m1 )., .... AgN03 (m2) ,, _Ag._. 
Experimentally,. h_owev~r, . it _ is ,.found that silver . ion is 
reduced by the bubbli:t;1ghydroP.;en, so that silver plates 
out on the platinum (hydrogen) el_ectrod_'P., giving erroneous 
results_. If, instead of.a hyd.rogen ~leetrod~, a glass 
electrode, . whic_h, ,is unaf.te.ctedby the presence of eastly 
reducible. substances ln the solutio~, is used tp indicate . 
the hydrogen aoti.V.l.ty,,. d_atEi _of tl1~ desired type may be ob ... 
tained. 
It is true that the use of the glass electrode is 
accompanied by a certain amount of inconvenien·tle,, since 
the high :resistance (107 or 108. ohms) ot the_ glass _membrane 
necessitates .the use either. of_a cur~ent a.~plification 
device or of a very sensitive current-detecting device 
suoh as the electroscope. Further, s1:noe .this electrode 
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does not behave as a perfect hydrogen el.ectrode in all 
solutions, .it must be calibrated bef():re, use. The <ii!'ficul ty 
arising from the high resistance of ·the electrode is more 
easily obviated by viJ:ltue of the fact that modern thermioni.o 
amplifie:rs ~re abl.e to amplify a current of 10-12 ampere to 
such an extent that,: ·when an enclosed' galvanometer· of reason-
able senaitivity·is used, the potential may be measured with. 
an a.ccura.oy .. of o .• l millivolt. The deviat;ion of the glass, 
electrode.f:J?om ideal. bellavior, however, presents a greater 
problem, sinoe a completely- satisfactory explanation or its 
cause has not bee11 found. Ther'e is consid'erable evidence 
{ll, 12, 13., 141 .t.hat. tltls .deviation is greater in solutions 
of very low ,or very high pH, and. 'in non-aqueous .solutions. 
The error v1hicb. is observecl. in .. the measµrement of the pH ·of 
very acid .. ~ol'utions ,.is ,calle<:1 ,.the ftacid erro~~'i, and. that 
observed ... :t:Q, the .measur.eme11t. of .. the pH of al~alt.ne solutions 
1$ called. the .. }'salt .. err.pr'1 . • .. I>.ole (l~) .. r1as "~tternpi:ied, with. 
some suocese, .. tP. QQX-re~~t~ -.~1.l., .. e;r;ro:1?11. i1';t:rrt~a.sured. pH V.1:3.lue·s . 
· with the activity, of.' .tll~ wa.te~.,in .th~ solution •.... I.t. has be.en 
found that the.,"a.cid .er;rorn .. 1s .. not. constant for all eleetrodeEJ,. 
although . .for_eaoh .~leotrod~ stµdied it is.a fµnci;;ion pf tQ.e 
hydroge.n .. ioh:.concentratio~ or the. s.o;tution •. For i;his reason, 
correction .. tac.tors which .~re,<f.oµnd_ .in .-tb.e. lj.tera.j;Ure. a.re .no.t 
applicabl,~ .. to ... all -- .. el. e.c:rt11.od.EH:ti each .~l e~.trode .. mue..t.,.,l:>.e. cal.1• 
brated before use. 
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Another Qomplioati.ng factor which must be considered 
is the so called tfasymmetry potential_".. This is the ·p9• 
tential across . the glass memb_rane iwhic;h exists when the 
solutions. and "el·eetrode~ on each s.ide are identical·. Sinoe 
this P<?tential is not. constant but changes slowly- with time,, 
its value must be dete:r·mined · frequ·ently. This may be done 
by direct exper.imental · nteasur~menb; or, · alternatively, _the 
E0 ·value for the gl8.ss electrode. may .b_e oalcuJ.a.t 'ed by com-
parison r>f. .'lihis electrode with another which behaves ideally,. 
and the constant. thus obtained \tfill .contain all of the neces-
sary eorr.ectio11 fact.ors .. .. 
In order.· .. to µse .. tbe gla.ss elE)ctr,od~ for the purpose of_ 
determining the clesi:?ect activity coeff.icient ratios, it wa.s 
necessary to .det~rmin~ ~ .calibration ourve;3 for the glass 
electrod.e .• · .. A~te.r. many ~n.success.fµl a1;:t.empts to a..rrive. a"ti 
a sem1-perrnanerit .. curve, it v.zas· :round that; the glass 'electrode. 
must be calibrated twice: dai+y , QI' 'be:f'c:>rf) ,. each period or 
continua:L .,use. Because o_t,, ,th~_ anomalous behav.ior ~hich .. was ... 
·noted in a,pmca .. ot '.the· .c~lib.r.ation.,.a.i;:t:;empts, lt. w:a,a decid~ 
that some . time ... should ; alsp, /be_ deVQted, tq _a study of the 
characteristics . qf tb.~ .. gl.ass , el~ctrode and th~ causes . of. _its_ 
deviation. .f~•om .. ide~l ,be:P,aviqr. , .. 
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F.Jtperimental Methods 
Silver Electrode----The silver electrodes which were 
used :tn these _.expe:riments were prepare'a. either by .. a thermal 
or by an electrolytic ·,method. In the f'ormer cas,e, a paste 
of freshly pl:'epai--ed silver· o:x:ide was placed on a platinum 
. wire which , had been clean·ed with nitr'ic acid, and was 
thermally dec·omposed by ,hea_ting a.t 400° c. f'or 10 minutes. 
_After preparation, the electrodes were thorqughly washed 
.fir'st with dil_uto nitric Seid and then with distilled water. 
In the la.tte~ case, the eJectrodes were prepared by the 
rapid electrolysis 0£, ,a ,solution of silver nitrate which had 
been ae.idified ·with _a 11.ttle nit'ric acid, and were washed as 
before. The. $tandard pbte:nt,ials of all of the electrodes, 
pl'?epared by . ei.ther method, _. werle _checked _ in the manner , de-
scrlbed belovv, and those which were in . err~r by more· than 
· 0.;4 mv. were rejected. ,All elec:trodes. wer~ stored in dis~_ . 
tilled water• when not in use. 'i\1asaive silver ale ctrodes, 
in contrast with these in which the silver was fiI1;ely ·dl-
vided, were found. in all cases tobe unsatisfaQtory (15). 
Sil var Chloride Electrode--~The silver chloi-iide electrode, 
in spite of its convenience of form and ease of _preparation, 
. ' 
has until recently been .accepted ·only with. reservations .because 
the standard potential o:f any given electrode appeared to be 
somewhat dependent upon .the _method o.f _preparation of the 
electrode, and was not in al.l cases reproducible. · Smith e.ncl 
4?. 
Taylor (16) have found, however, that with the use of 
proper care in the preparation of the electrodes:,. and the 
allowance or a sui'ric.ient period. for aging, elec·brodes pre• 
pa.red eithe.r . by the thermal, the thermal-electrolyt:to .or the 
electrolytic method .will produce results which are in a- . 
greement withi?,l 0,.02 millivolt. The period required fo3: 
aging is depende.~t upon the porosity of the electrode, and . 
may be as long as 20 days•· :Phe thermally prepared electrodes 
appear to reach a.n equilibrium.value in the shortest period 
of time;. 'fhe electrodes which were used in this work were 
either of the thermal. o.r the electrolytic type.~ The the.rmal 
type electrodes (17-, 18) w.ere p~epared by the thermal decom ... 
position, on a platinum wire ., . of a paste consisting of seven 
\ ' . 
parts of silver ox.ide to one part of silver chlorate.. This 
decomposition .was accomplished by heating the mixture in an 
electric furnace at 650° . c. for 7 or .8. minutes., The elec ... 
trolytic type eleqtrodes_ vrnre µrepared by a . procedure similar 
to that or Shedlovsky aild Ma.cir1nes (19) .• . A f'resh coating of 
silver was deposited o:n. a small piece of silver. foil by 
electrolys.is of a .solut;ion o.f silver cyanide at 4 ma. for a . 
period of .24 hours"' The electJ:'.odE3 .was .. rinsed briefly in 
concentrated a..'11r,1on:ta. and _then in water tor 4 or 5 hour~. A 
dilute ' solution (appl"Qximately 0.1 M} of hydrochloric acid 
was electrolyzed fol' one hoµr at 4 . to 6 ma., with this. e-
lectrode as anode. The electrode was thEm rinsed for a 
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period of ,24 .hours in distilled .. water. All . silve~ chloride 
electrodes . . were ~tored . in a solution of approx.imately ,O,l N 
hydrochloric acid,, and r.insed thqroughly b~fore use• 
Glass Electpod$-_,:..,;Tlle . glass Jelect1,ode bulbs were of 
the -low resistance type tur1nisb.ed by Leeds and Northrup. 
Before us.e., .each b.u.hlll . was cond:tt!oned ' by soaking in 6 M.: 
hydrochlo~ic acid .for 2 hours ,and. rinsing •with dilut;e ,: ammoni, 
and distilled. water•·· ... The . plat.inu.~ inner element suppli~d 
, . ' , s· 
i. 
with this. typt:l .... of -bulb,vasdesigried for use with .a quinhydrone-
hydroch+oric . . acid . . a,olution. •. · .. .. How,~ver, .becaiuse of the ins ta- . 
-: 
bility of quinhydrone solutions, '~ ,vhich necessita.tes their. 
} 
renewal Ett .f'requent ,1.i~teJ?vals, 1.~ WfMl found . advisable to I. 
. I 
convert t;he ... inner,, element frQm a jPl.~.tinum to a : silver chloride 
electrode .by the .. electr.olytie .m.etlhod described above. The : 
'f 
bulb we.s then f11le.d w1 .th approximat.ely o. 2 M hydro.chlo:r?ie .. 
acid, and tlle . . elaet~ode v,a~ assembled .with. the .. silver .chloride 
element insicle • . The glass ~lectrpde ::was. stored in distilled . 
water between p€3ri-ods of us~, . .. excep,t~ in .the, .case of the ex- .. 
periments in which the cause of its . deviation from ideal 
behavior was being in.ves.tigat~d • .. 
Auxiliary. Appa,ratu.s-- ... A .Leeds . and .Northrup thermionic 
amplifier having .a praqtioal J.imit of sensitivity of 0.1 mv. 
was .used in order that a detec:table <mrrent might be . obtained 
when the ,potent;tometer , was qff balanc.e. The ga.lvanomet~r. 
used was . . the 2430 typ.e _sµppli.ed by Lee,d.s and Nort~up,_ with 
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a sensitivity of 5 x 10--4 microf).mpere per millimeter. A 
standard Leeds and Northrup typeK-2 potentiometer vms used 
for elactl"omotive force measurements• ' 
General Me~~o~s---Before each series of determinations, 
.the batteries which served as the source of power for the 
~mplifier were .. allo\Ved to discharge for at least one hour, 
in order . to minim.ize the drift in the null point of the 
instrument. . In order th,at .an accuracy of O .1 mv. in · the 
e. m. r. da·ta might be att.ained, it v1as necessary, because 
of the extremely large temperature coefficient o:r the silver 
electrode, to maintain the solutions under consideration at 
. + . 1° C .a temperature of 25.0 • 0. ·• The potentials of , the silver · 
o.nd silver chloride electrodes were found to be dependent 
upon. the depth o.f immepsion; he.nee, in order to obtain re-
pr9ducible results., complete immersi,on was nec~ssary. So 
long as the bulb was eomp+~tely immersed, the glass electrode. 
w.as found to operate pr9perly • . 
The calibration ,0f the glass electrode at various acid 
concentrations was carried_ out by means of the cell 
Ag, AgCl, HCl(0.21'1), gla~s, HCl _{m), AgC]., Ag. 
The activity coefficients of' the varfol.l.s hydrochloric acid 
solutions were internolated. from ~hose .given by Har)ned. and 
Owen (8). . The E0 value for the glass .electrode a·t any acid 
concentration was then calculated fro.ni _the .Nernst equs.tion. 
These E0 v_alues were found . to . change ~lowly with time, proba--
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bly · due to a variation in the "aswurnnetry potential". of the 
l 1 
electrode, which will be discussed later irl this thesis. On 
this account, it was nec~ssary to calibra1;e ·the electrode 
before each period of ·oontlnu_a.L Use. For the ~lectrode which 
was to be used in nitric acid-sllve:t' ,nit;Pat~(~ solutions,· the 
E0 value, although constant f'ori a given series o.f experiments, 
was found to be slightly more positive in.1 M. hydrochloric .. 
acid than in dilute solutions of the same'aoid. This 0 acid 
error", which. also will be discussed later, was found to 
decrease from 2.8 .. to. 1.8 mv. as .the electrode, ~ged. Cali~ 
bration curves for two typical elec.trodes .are .shown in Figur~ 
SinQe the mean activity coefficients of nltric .. and hydro-
chloric acids ar•e not greatly diffe:r~nt, it was assumed that 
the glass electr·ode, would. function simila11ly in solutions or 
either acid• provided that they were no more concentrated 
than l rnolal • Any err•oJ;, resulting from this assumption woul<i 
appear only in the more acid ,solut.ions,. and even there it 
should be bu:t little greater .than the exper·imental er1·or. 
As a check on the standard potential o:r. the.silver e-
lectrodes u:3ed, ~. Jll. L •. :measurements were, rnade. on cells of 
the type 
Ag, AgCl, HCl(O • 214) , .. g:L!.\s.s,. Hl\l,00{m.1) •· .Ag!'1Q3 (ml), .. ,Ag 
where m1 .ha_d values ranging .f.rom .0.1 to O .00.5 M. An extra-
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of {E0 gl~SS, .. - E0 Ag). .Silver electrodes . whose :s0 value 
diffe1:1~d. RY .more than o.4 mv. from the a.cceP:ted ,f1gure of 
-~ O .7995 volt y~.ere r.eject(:3¢t • . 
Results 
For the cell 
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Ag, AgCl, HC1(0_.2l0, .glass, mw3 (m1 ), AgN03 (m2), Ag 
the Nernst equation takes the form 
t;\EiNO 
E0 ... ~ln 3 8 AgN00 
or 
If the value of E0 is corrected by calibration of the glass 
electrode, the . value. of f ENO/ ~gNo
3 
may be calculated, for 
any solution, from the experimental value of E. Such values 
of E have been determined for various nitric acid-silver 
nitrate ratios at constant_ total ionic strengths of 1.0~ 0.5, , 
0.2 and o_.l molal. These. data. for three different silver e•_ 
leotrodes, together with the .calculated activity coefficient 
ratios, are presented in.Tahles 13.through_20. Electrodes .I 
and II, as. th,ey are designated_. in these tables, were prepared 
by the eleo-t;rolytio method; electrode III was. pr,epared by the 
thermal 111ethoQ.. The l!leiin v:e..l.ues .for .. the. ratio ¥mrn/~gNOs 
are believed to be accurate to within 0.5%'. At any one ionic 
strength, howeveri this ratio :ts found not to be eonstant,but 
to vary in a :regular manne1-a ·with the ratio of nitric aci_d to 
silver nitrate. This variation is greatly reduced foi• the 
more dilute solutions, a fact which indicates that the ionic 
strength principle may be applied to these solutions with less 
Table 13 . . 
Electromo.tiv.e Force Measurements of t,be Cel.ls 
Ag, AgCl,J:ICl(0.2M), glass, BN03 (m1 ) t AgN03(m2), Ag . 
. a.t· Total Ionic Strength . of L.O Molal 
Electrode I 'E1eotrode II .. ... Elec.trode . III ., . . 
m m 
.HMOz A,gNOs E~ . . . · .E. 
0 . ,950 o.oso O .4746 0.3853 
o .875 0.12::; . 0.4744 . o.4:0_9s . ' 
o.1so 0.25_0 o.4740 o.4308 
-0 .c!i , , ,, 
o .• 474f> 
o .•. 4743 
0.4739 
E 0 E .. .E 
0.3855 0.4741 0.3846 
0.4099_ .0.4799 0.4092 
0.430s '• Q.47:36 0.,4304 
0.625 o .• 375 0.47:56 0.44:55 · o.47.35 _ o.44l?4 o.4753 .· o.tl450 
o.soo 0.500 .. o.4735 o.4~si . 0,_,.47,32 o.4580 o.4731. · o.45'7p 
o.,:.;75 o.e25 o._4731 o .• 47.0.8 o .• 4730 o.4705. 0.4729 0.4;7_02 
0,.250 0.7.5Q . 0 .. 47:29 o.4SPJL o,._47~8 Q.4$~3. 0.4'7.27 o .• 4850 
0.125 o.e75 . o •. 4.728 .0 .• 5QE>a _o._47'2/1 - o.506.6 o.4:726 . o.i;964 
o.oso o •. £J5Q. 0.112a o.ss1Jt o.47Wl. · .Q.5~la . o .• 4'72f5 o.531.6 
Table 14 .. 
Values of "6'HNO / '{AgNO Calcui,ated from Table 13 
.. . 3 . .. · · .... . ·. 3. . . · . .. . . . 
tHNO:;/ YAgN03 
mHNO m I II II! Mean 
······· 3 AgH03 
o.950 o.o.so . 1.306 1 •. 298 1.311 3: .•. 305 
0.875 O.l.25 .l .• 529, 1 .• 323 l.332 l •. 328 
0.:750 0.250 .l.33~ le336 l.339 l.338 
0.625 0.375 ,l.35~ 1.339 1.3'.l:4 .1.341 
o.soo o •. 500 1.344: 1.,344: 1,350 1.346 
0.375 o.s2s l .. 35Q .1 •. :350 1.3$0 1,353 
0.250 0.750 • . 355. 1 .• 35.7 1.363 1.3.58 
0.125 o.a75 l,.365.. 111368 .l .•. 371 1 •. 368 
0.050 o.~150 ... l .•. 37~. 1.s.7.s 1 •. 378 l.,378 
Table 15 
Electrom.oti ve. li'orce M~asurem.e;nts pf the Cells_ 
Ag; AgCl, H01t~•2'4), _glass~ HN03 (1n.t ~, AgN03 (m2) t Ag 
. , at Total · Ionic Strength of O • 5 M . 
m 
HN03 
Elect:t-ode .. I 
. F.,o . ,E 
Electrode II .. Ele_ct:r-ode III . 
. Eo . E E~ .E 
o .-4:750 0,0,290 o.4731 . o.5900 . . o.472a Q.38.95 o,-4729 o.3.S97 
~ ,. i 
0.,4:375 o.o.e2s. 0.:4.75O . Q .• t,1,lpl , o.47.27 Q .• 414:6 0~4112a 0.4149_ 
o.s750 0 .• 1250_ .o .• 4730 . . o .• _4365 . , 0,,,472,7_ Q.4360 o ,4'728 o .'l:3a.~. 
0,.3,125 0.1$.75 0+.47.29 , .Q.4512. ,0.4726. Q:.4;5Q8 Oit4727 0,.4;.5ll. 
o.~500 Q.2ij.OO .Or47.28 . ,Pir4<$4l J>.,4725_ Q.1636 0,4726. q.~p40 
o._:t.875 o.:;:,.2s o •. 4728 , 0/,1:1.Qa .o.47.2p 9.;476.3 0.472s o_.-47~9 
0.:t.250 0,375,0 Q .• 4727. , 0.~49:1.6 ., 0 ~4;724 . 9.4Ql2 0!4725 Q.491,q 
0.0625 _· 0.4,375 04:4'726 , . qH~l3.3 ,0.4!4723 Q. .• 5128 _·. Oj4724 
0.0250 0~1750 0~4;72$ .9.~5387 Q._47~3 0~53E33 0.47.24 0.,53!3§ 
Table 16 
Values oft . ·· / Y · Calculat~d f'rom Table 15 
HN03_ . Ag N00 
¥ · / '{ ' HNo3 Ag N03 
mHNo · 
. 5 mAgN03 .. I IL III .. Mean 
0.,4750 o •. o.2so .. . l.157 l.162 1.159 l • :I,~9 
. " 
0.4375 0.0$25 .. 1.1.66 l.l7l 1;166 1.168 
. • ·; 
0.3750 . o .• 12so . l.175 l.180 l.l.73 1.17.6 
0.3125 0.1875 . 1.102 .l .• 184 1.1ao J. .l.82 
0.2500 0.2500 , .l.184 . l.189 . 1.1s2 l.l.85 
o.1875 0.3125 ;t .. l94 .. l.198. 1.187 1.193 
0.1250 .. 0.3750 1 ,'!198 :i.201 1.194 l.l.98 
0.0625 o .• 4375 .l.198 1.203 l.196 l.199 
., 
a.02so .0.4.750 ,.1.203 .. l.206 .l •. 201 1.203 
Table 17 
Electromotive Force tieasurements of the Cells . 
Ag, .AgOJ.'., JIOl(0.21r, glasf3, .FIN03(m1h . AgN03(m2), Ag 
at Total Ionic . Strength of o. 2 :t.1 . 
Electrode I . Eleetr•ode II .Elec.trode ~:III , 
mHNO m . 3 AgM03 ____ 
0;1900 Q~OlQ0 
.0~1750 0.0250, 
E~ · E 
,0.4727 .Q •. 3927 
0.4:726 o •. 4:i.ai 
_Eo E Eo E 
0.4.723 Q.3ij25 0.4721 
0.47.22 .0.4177 0.4721 o.417a 
o.1soo o.osoq . o.47,2s o •. 4397. o .• 4121 .0.4395 .· 0.4721 0.4391 
.. 
0~12so o .• 0750 . 0. •. 4/725 Q.'15~7 .0.4721 .o.4p_4.3 .. 0.4720 o •. 4541. 
0.1000 0.1000 .. 0.4'7.25 o.467.a o .• 4721 o _.467.4 o.4720 o.4672 
0!075o o.12so · o.:4724 0.4a.os 0.:4720. o.4$04 o.4?19 o-4$0~ 
0~0500 o ... isoo .. 0.:4724 o.49.5.7 o.47.20. o., .'19p4 o..4719 o.4_952 
9.0250 0,l,,7$(). . .0,.4.7,24 Q.f!l'l4 o.,4720 0.5172 0.4719 o.517.0 
0.0100 0.1$00 .. 0 •. 47,24 0 .• 5.'l3.l . 0.4720 .0.,5427 ... 0.47:19 Q.f>425 
Table 18 
Values of '( HNO /o'AgNO Calculated from Table 17 
,, ,• 3 . . 3 
y /Y 
HN0.3 .. AgN03 . 
mHNO · ' .. ·3 mA~N03 .I II III Mean 
0.1900 , , , 0 .•. 0100 . . l.089 1.Q89 1.oa7 l.088 
0.1750 0.0250 
' ·; .l.092 ,.1.09:3 1.0~2 1,.092 
0~1500 0.0500 •.. 1~094 1.0~~ l.0£)8 1.095 
0.1250 , o.o'lso l-096 1.0~~ 1.098 l.097 
0.1000 " ' 0.1000 1.096 1.09er 1.09,8 1.097 
0.0750 , .0.1250 .1~096 1.Q.9,6 .l.098 .l.097 
o.osoo .O.1500 1.100 1, .. 098 1.100 1.0.99 
0.0250 o ... 17.50 1<.102 1.o~a l .•. 109 1.100 
0 .. 0100 0~1~00 l~.100 .. 1.:1.00 1.102 1.101 
Table 19 
Electromotive Foree Measurements of' the Cells 
' 
Ag, AgGl,; HCl(0.2M}, glass~ HN03 (~~• AgN03 (m2), Ag 
_...,.__......,...,.;a;;;..t_·. _T;.;;o_t~a:;;;l_.,;;;!_on;;,;;;i;;;..e-. __ s_t_.r_e_n.gL..;.t ..... h_..,;;.of;;....;...O_.=l ......... M ......... __________ ___. 
Tu'leotrode .. I 
mHN03 ~AgNp3 1s° E 
Electrode II 
0 E · · E 
El.ectrode III 
C) E E 
0.0950 . 0.09_50 .o.471a .o .•. 3936 .. o.47_16 0.3934 .0.4716 _0.3934 
o.os75 0.0125 0.4718 0.4190 . ·o.4716 0.4188 .0.4716 -0.4187 
0.0750 . 0.0250 o •. 4718 0.4406 o.471;6 0.4404 9~4'716 -0.4403 
0~0625 o.o5'75 0.4718 o_.4557 o .• 4716 0.4555 .0r4716 0.4554 
' o.osoo o.osoo o.4718 o.4687 ·o.4716 0.4685 0.4716 ' 0.4684 
0.0375 0.0025 0.4718 o •. 4818 o.4716 0.48.16 .0~4716 0.4816 
0~0250 0.0750 0.4718 ' o.4969 . · o.4716 0.4967 o.4716 ·0.4967 
0~0125 o.087.5 o.47.18 O.5186 o.4716 o.5185 0.4716 -0.6185 
0.0050 0.0950. o.4718 .0.5443 o.4716 o.5441 0.4716 .0.5441 
Tabl.e 20 
Values ot '(Imo /\ NO Calculated from Table 19 




.· ... . . · . 3 . .. . I ... 
0.0950 o._Q050 · ..... ,l.051? 
0 .'0875 . 0 .Ol2f> . l .,'.Q56 
o.075q . o.02so . . .1.:060 
o l!·osoo o -:osoo 
O .0375 . .Q.06:25 
0~0250 0.0750 
o.·012s .. o.oa7& 




.,J, . .-064 



















1 • .0,62 l,.063 
.1.-062 l;Q_62 
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error. In tact, .. for s.olutions . of ionic strength e·qual to 
0.1 molal, with the exception of the most acid solutions, . 
the activity ooeffic'ient ratio is coristant within the limits 
.of experimental erro1 ... 
Additional el.eot:romotive force measurements were made 
on the cell 
Ag, Ag~:a, ~ICl (0 •. 2J~Il , . .glass, .. HH03 tm1 ), AgN03 _(;n1 }, Ag 
w:µere m1 _ha<i values ranging f:rom o .005 to 1 .o.M. . 1rhese data, 
together with tb,e da,le~].ated values of log (BNo/ YAgN0:3, are 
shown in. Tables 21 anq. 22. -Fro~ .a plot of this r~tio as a 
func·tion .of the square root of the. ionic . strength, such as 
;Ls shown in F;i.gure a., it is evident; that , '(HN0/¥ AgN03 becomes 
quite large .fo_r: concen~rated solutions • . A similar plot may 
be made of the tabulated. data .for any _·concentrati?n :ratio of 
nltric acid to silver nitrate., Since the slope of curves of 
this type appears to becomt' relatively constant as the ionic 
strength. Jnqreases, the values of log ¥fillo/o'AgN0
3 
in the 
more concentrated solutions as obtained by extrapola·tion are 
probably mo.re 1.'lElarly co:r:t'.eot than. t;hos,e from_ the experimental 
measurements., in wllich the uncert.Ainty in th~ uacid error·" of 
Table 21 
Electromotive, _1.i1oI'ce, Measu:remeAts of the Cell::1 
'' 
Ag, AgCl., HCl(0.2MJ, glass,, HN03 (m1r:, _ AgN03(~_) ,' Ag 
.. 
Strengths ,. . Ionie at Various 
Electrode ,I Electrode II Electrode III .... 
r E~ E 0 E E. ·o E ·- E 
1.0 0.4722 0.45,6_8 0.4720 0.4567 0.4719 0,.4566 
o'.a _ .. 0.4721 0.4&91 ·o.4719 b.4590 " - . . , - ' ·o.4718 b.4588 
o'.s , .0.4720 0.4616. 0~;4718 0~46lp o.4717 .. · ' ' . ' . 0.4614 
o·.4 _b.4719 Q.464,2 Q.4717 0.4642 0,.4716 Q.4641 
·o·_.3 0.47i9 o .• 46_5.7., 0.4{/17 o _.4656 0.4716 o.4655 
·o·.1 .0.4718 o.4esa o •. 4?16 0.46_86 o_.4715 ().468p 
0.04 0.471a 0.4702 ().4716 . . . . . . 0.4700 0.1715 b.4699 
0.01 0.4718 0.'.4'712, o_._4rz1s b .• 4~1.0 _ b •. :47lP b.4,709 
. . , . 
0.005 0.4718 o.411e _b.47J.'3 0.4713. o_.47lp 0.4?12 
Table 22 
Values of ),.og .'(HNoJ ~gN03 Calculated froin .Table 21 .. 
-•-~- .- .. . 
·;tv I , _, '-~· II III . Mean 
1,.0 0 •. 130 .. Q.129 0.129 0,.129 
o.a 0.110 0.109 0.110 0.110 
0.6 o.oss J),,.087 o.oa1 o.oa7 
0.4 O.Of35 J).065 o.053 o.os4 
o .• 3 O.Op2 . . 0.052 0.052 Q.052 
0.1 0.025 ,,0.025 0.02s .0.025 
0.04 0.014 ,.,Q,014 . 0.014 .,0.014 
0.01 0.005 . Q.005 0.005 ,0.005 
0.005 0.002 ._0.003 0.002 ,.0.002 
Fig. 8 
0.14 -----..------------------
0 .12 -----+------1-----+-------t--------i 
0 .10 i-------+------1-----+---------t-------i 
f') 0 0.08 
0 z z C'I 
I <l: 
)o )o 
o, 0. 0 6 ----+-----l-+-----+-----+--------1 
0 
0.04 r----~'17-----r-----r----r-------t 
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Application to Ion Exchange Data . 
By combi:nat;ion of .the ion ex.change data for the silver-
hydrogen exchange1 with the activity coef'ficient ratios· of 
nitric acid and silver nitrate in binary aqueous solutions, 
the equilibrium cons·tant 
8 HNO a.Ag Res 
K - . 3 - a a . AgNO . If Res . 3 , . 
a.nd the activ;Lty coefficients of each of the coniponents of ,, 
the r .esin phase mar . be calculated f _qr .this exchange in ~he 
same manner ·as for ·the so~ium-hydrogen exchange2• 
In each .of these exchange reactions, the initial ionic 
strength of' the aqueous solution was adjusted in such a manner 
as to give ~n equilibr:turn solut;ion of ionic strength as nearly . 
as possible equal to unity. However, due to the relatively , 
large amount of electrolyte .which was a.dsorbed by the :resin,· 
the resulting ionlc strengths of the equilibrium solutions 
in some cases differed from unity by as much as five percent. 
Since th~ ratio of . the activity coefficien.ts of nitric acid . 
and silver nitrate, for any giyen ~rnncentratio.11 ratio,-. varies 
greatly wi .t .h , ·!;lie ionic strength. o,f tllc . splut;ton, . i .t was not 
( 
possible. to . us .e, . . th(,3 valu,es of '( Iil'JO /o A NO f .or solutions o:t: 
· · . 3 g 3 -ionic strength equal to unity; ratfier, , it each case . this ratio 
1. This Thesis, Par.t I, page 21. 
2. This Thesis, Part II, page 33. 
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was corrected to .corres pond to the actual ionic strength 
of that particular ; eq_u:il,ibrium solution. 
The data used ,in the .calculation of the values or K' C 
for this series of exchange reactions ar e presented in Ta.b:l:,e 
23, and the calculated values of log K' are plotted as a 
C 
f'u.nction of resin composition in Figure 9. In contrast with 
the corresponding curve r epres enting the results of the 
sodium-hyclroge:n ex,change, the slope of this curve has a. 
positive vglue throughout its length. This fac:t leads to . 
values of the activity cqefficients of the compor.1ents of the 
resin phase which are greater than unity, These activity 
coefficients, obtained at var ious compositions by means of 
graphical :integration., a1~e shown in Table 24. The .value of 
t;he equilibrium constan·t ,was found t9 be 1 9 .7., 
By combination of these resu.lts with those of . the sodil;lill-
hydrogen . e4change,. we may calculate i;hat the equilibrium . 
constant fol? .the exchar1ge 
AgN03 + 'Na H~.si:Q :: Na N03 .... Ag Resin 




















.. Silver ... Hyd;r:ogen. Exchange .. 
Concentrations 
N . at · _at Equilibrium 




C Equilibrium ... ,, ... ,.. . .. · 
o .• 932 
o .• 713 
.0.701, 
o .. 538 
0.477 
0.4462 Q.5094 l~.02 l.8Q8 21 •. 73 
. .0..7462 Q.2182 .8 •. 47 1.-'765 14.9.5 . 
Q.73~4 0.2073 8.30 l.'75Q 14,.59 
. .. 0.8560 0.1310 7._45 . 1.7.45 13.00 
.. 0.£~551 Q.1042 7 .12 l.'7::56 12.35 
o.177 . ,.0.9341 o.Q:327 .6.l'7 l.,697 10.,48. 




.o •. 685 
0.,2523 9.70'73 ).7.0.2 1.838 31.28 
0,;4449 0.499.3 l2.6p l.805 22 •. 84 
0.65,94 O .• S05l 9.$3 1.780 17.14 
. .Q .• 7J380 O.®Q7 e •. 32. _ l.762 14.6~ 
Table 24 
Activity Coefficients of Silver .. Resin. and 
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Surnm.a.r7 
The beb.avi.or of a low-resistanoetype glass electrode 
in a.oid solutions has been calibrated.by means of electro.;. 
motive force measurement.a of. cells o:r the type 
Ag, AgOl, H01(0.2M.), g~.ass,. HCl(m}, AgCl, Ag. 
This electrode was then incorporated . in the .cells 
Ag, AgGl, . HOl(0,2M), glass., HN03 (m1 }, AgN03 _(m2 ), Ag, 
which wel"'e used. to de.termine .. the ~atios. of the activity co-
efficients of .ni.tric. acid .and silver nitrate in solutions 
of ionic str.ength ranging .from 0.005 to l.O molal. 
These activity co.e.ftioient data were combined w.ith ion 
exchange data f.or i;he silvar"""hydrogen .. exch.a.nge, and values 
of the actiyity ooeffi.oients of the components or the resin 
phase and the equilibrium constant .for the reacti<:m 
AgN03 + H Hf3~iP. .. : Im03 +. Ag R.esin 
were calculated •.... In .o.Qntrast vii-th the sodium~hydr•ogen ex• 
change,, the.activity coE:lffiqients.of.the re.sin components 
were found .to be grE:H:1te3p .•. than unity .. 
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POSSIBltrrrEs · FOR FU'.l:URE WORK. 
The good. agr_eement. between the .. calculated values of 
the equil.ibrium c,ona_tant and ?he activity co_e~ficients of 
the resin phase .components for the two series of .sodium-
hydrogeri exchange reaotlons, in ·which the ionic stre.ng~hs 
of' the aqueous solutions .were maintained constant at +,o 
molal . ~rid O .3 ·mqlalt 'pe~nJ~cttvely, s~ggests t .hat further , 
exchange experiments . mi.gl1t well be carried out at othe1~ 
ionic strengths. Although, . sinee the activity .eoeff~1.eient 
de:ta for sodium cftu·or.ide . are less reliable than the ion 
exchange dat.a _, perfect agre ement is hardly to be expec.ted., 
it would nevertheless be of interest to determine whether 
or not . th~ caleulated .~q~ilibrium qu<:,tient and resin phase 
activity e.oeffiei~n.ts , woul4 .remain approxlmat(;}ly· cons~ant·. 
Perhaps more conclusive verification'of this method of ,. : ' . .. -. . -_: , · . ·:. ·' ·: .. '. ; . . ·, :' . • . -· _ .- .. . .·- ·-, 
treatment . of iori excb.~nge dat'a could be obtained by the per .. 
formancie or additJona.l. silver-hydrogen exchange experiments, · 
since th? activity coe,ffi~ient ratids of these electrolyt~s 
have been determined , by _direct experiment. Also> the 
quantlties of eleetrolyt~a adsorbed by resins of high silver 
content has been found to _be ~elative1,Y very great, and it 
should -be ,determined _whether or not the exchange reaction 
is affected by ~his ads~raption,. 
By means .of the sam~ type of electromotive foree 
measurements .whic_h were used to determine the activity co~ 
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efficient data for solutions cl? nitric acid and silver 
nitrate, it shou.ld be possible to determine the activity. 
ooeff.icient ratios of' mercurous -nitrate to nitric a.cid 1 
palla.dous chloride to_hy<i£ochloric acid and others. These 
,, 
data also could then be combined with ion exchange data for 
the same electrolytes,.as a ~urther test of the method of 
treatment of 1.on exchange data described in Part II or'· this 
thesis. 
If it can be verified that the values of Kand of the 
activity coeffict:ants o:f' the resin phase components at a 
given composi·tion a.re actualfy constant, and therefore in• 
dependent of' side reactions such as absorption of water or 
adsorp·tion of elE)c·trrolyte by .. the resin, severit=t.'l lnterestlng 
possibilities arE)_appa~~ent. r:e the activity coeff.icient 
' l"a·tios of the ec1mponents of the aqueous solution are lmown 
at any one ionic st:rength, they inay be calculated by this 
method, for any concentration. ratio at any.other ionio 
strength., as they cons.titute tl:1e .. o:p.ly unknown :i.n the equation 
Since several i~wes·tigators llave successfully conduotad 
ion exchange experiments in which _the ionic strength of the 
aqueous solution was as small at. 10-3 mola1 1 at which con• 
centration the r·atio of the activity ooefficie1:1ts of ·the 
electrolytes is in most cases only very slightly different 
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from unity,_ this method of calculation o:r activity co~. 
eff:toient r .atios is almost universally applicable.: If' 
several series of exchanges in very dilute solutions were 
. performed, the. true values of K and or fA Res/f B Res at 
any eQncentra.tlon ratio could be determined . by extra-
polation methods': 
The same ,method . should be capable of extension also. 
to non"'.'aqueous aolµ.t:tons. It is true that, since different 
standard stat.es .. a:r-e chqsen for . s_uch solutions, the values of 
K for the exchange .would propably .be different, but the values 
of the resin phase activity coefficients sho.uld be independent 
or the nature of the solvent. Then, in. a treatment analogous 
to that used for aqueous sol,µt.ions, tb.e equilibrium expression 
would take the form, ... 
t 
. K - ·K ·•· B Res ... ·() ·. ·F' . 
A .Res 
Since the values of the resin phase activity coefficients 
would be known from .data, 1n aqueo'l.ls solutions, an.d the value 
of K0 could .be <l.etermined by experiment, the value of K . 
might be found by extrapolation to irifinite dilution of a 
plot of K~, as . a function c,,f the. ionic strength, for solu• 
tions of . ~ny .fixed . concen.tration, -r..a.tio. The ratio of' the 
solution phase activity: oqeffioie:p:t;s, . as the only remaining 
unknown quantity,might be eal.cul~ted. 
APPENDIX 
The entire reaction that o,cours in the cell 
Ag, AgCl, HCl(m1 ), gla.~s, l1Cl(m2), AgCl,. Ag 
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is not definitely known. Dole (11, 12) . postulates that 
hydrated protons pass through the. glass membrane, which 
means, ~n :effect., that hydrochlorio acid and w~ter are 
' ' 
transferred from one se>lution to the other., . This hypoth~ ... 
sis would .. lead to the. follo\V:ing equation for the · total po• 
' ·' 
tential of .t .ha elec:trode., in .which x is the number of mole-
cules of .water transported per proton: 
a ·• 
E .,., - !!!_ ln aH0:1,(2) ...- _;xRFT .. ln ~2?{2) 
.,. F ·· · ·· a a 
HCl(l) ¾O~l) 
Since the acld _used ·in the elect:,;,ode is ve1•y . dilute, this 
equation is oq_uivalent:.to Dole's expression _for the. deviation 
of the glass .electrod~ from, the ideal behavior· of the hydrogen 
electrode: 
This theory makes . ,it possible to explain, at least quali-
tatively,; the data which are obtained wheIJ. the glass electrode 
is used in non-aqueous o~ in . concentrated . aqueous solutions. _ 
However, . it neglects the _11 asyrnmetry :potc:mtial_tl,- wh;ich is _known 
not to be constant for an electrode. over a peri_od of time .but _ 
to vary by as .muc.h as several millivolts, and ,it do.es not · 
account for. ,the differQnc.e. in value _oi' the "~~id E:1rrorl' when 
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an electrodeis ,immer;sed ~uccessi~ely in two solutions .of 
, · 
the same water. activity but of different hydrogen ion ac-
tivity.. For example, . the "acid error" is not the same in 
con-centrated solutions of hydrochloric and aul:ruric · acids. 
·having the samia water activity (14,20) ·• 
Laug, in h.1,s investigations (21), fou11d tha:t thorough 
drying· of th~ outside of a . glass electrode increas_es the 
'asymmetry potential'. J):e ';!;he_ electr.o.d_e,. as .measured by the cell 
_Hg/Hg2Cl2 ., se,t.KG1//Soln_.A/glasa/Po4 buffer-~ p:i:l: .6116// 
sat~KCl,. Hg2Cl/Hg , 
in which Solution A I'epresents one of a sei•ies o:r acid test . 
solutions. .The i,nerease in this potential wa_s found to be 
p1•oportiona.l :co _the _time of d:rying, and a three-to four-hour 
period of. sol:l.king in _,vat~r ._was .f_ound necessary tQ. r~condition 
the membr.ar~e. He cJ:mcluges that . the sts,te of hydration of ,.',the 
outside layer .or the membra'ne affects the .ability of; 1ihe glass 
, . , , ' . •· '-•· . 
electrode to !Unction as a hydrogen eleci:;rode. YQsnimura (22) . 
observed a similar effect when. either siq.e of tb,e rnembrape w,-~s 
dried. 'l:ha,t; is, ... -t.l::le ttasynl!l1etry J>otent;ialtl ,was. ne,gat_ive when 
the outer .surface wa_s ciried,. iu1cl posi-tive when the inner s.urf'ace 
was dried._ He. _ialso f9und .that. the .a.bility of .a glass elect~ode 
to :rune tion . . a.s. til . p.ydrogen. ~l.~ct~od(} . improves with · the time of' 
soaking in _ water. 
ln order ... tha:t . :the anqmalous _peha:vtor C>f' . th~ glass .~lectre>de .. 
might be f\trther -- ~ tµd,.i~q, . eJec:trqmqtj,,ye J:i1ea.su~ement.s .. w.~:re made. 
of tho ce.ll . 
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Ag,. AgCl:t, IiOl. (0 •. 2M), glass,, mw3 (0 .o5M),. AgN03 (0.,()5M),. Ag 
after the glas.s electrode had been soaked in various solu-
tions for .a period of a.t lea.st 24 hoiu:)s. The wat,er' activ:l:r 
ties of these solutions were calculated from vapor pressure 
data. given in the International Critical Tables. A quantity 
4Emay be .def.inedas the dif£erenoe between the potential 
of the above cell . as measured after soaking the glass electrode. 
in a g:1.ven .solution, and. the potential after soaking it in 
v1t1ter. This qu.ant:ttir is actually the 0 asyrm.netry potential" 
aa defined by Laug (21). Front.the results of those experiments, 
which are p~esented .1n Table 25, it. is .. seen that for the salt 
solutions, . ~E increases. wi.th deoreasing water activity- of the 
solutions in. ,vhich the elect~ode has _been. soaked, a fa.ct which 
is in accord with. the conclusions of Laug and of Yoshimur_a; 
However, .it). the acid. solutions (with the exception of sulfuric 
acid)., 4 E is seen to b.e quite large and variable even for 
solutions .. .in. which_ the. water activity is close to unity,. A 
possible explanatio.n is that acid solutions, q.UE} to the high 
mobility Pf'.th~ hydronium._iQn, are Jl.ble to effect a more rapid_ 
partial dehydratiqn. of the gl,ass membrane. Sinclair and 
Martell (14) also have obs.erved. that a constant potential is 
not obtained v1hen the. glass, electrode is used in concentrated 
hydroohloric . aci.d $olution.s .•. 
In a series. of ... eirnilar . exp$riments, eleet.romoti.ve :force 
measurements .... were. made , of the_ oells 
Table 25 
Asymmetry Potential o.f the Glass Electrode .. 
·Solution ... . 
1 M NaN03 
Sat. NH40l 
$at. NaNo3 
Sat. Ca(N03 ) 2 
. Sat. Ga012 
l M HCl 
.0.5 M H2&o4 



































Ag, AgOl., .. HCl(0.21), glas·s., HOl.(m.1 ), AgOl, Ag 
where m1 :: (l.l or. i: • .o. The E0 value, .. for the glass electrode. 
in ea.eh case maybe ealoulated, since activity coefticient 
data are· ava.:llabla for hydroohloric acid solutions. The E0 
values calculated from the .measurements which were made after 
the electrode had been soaked in.water were·-0.1127 v. in. 
0.1- M .HCl .Jmd •0.1102 v •. in l It! HCa • . Aft,e:r soalting for: a 
period ot .. 48.hou..rs.in .a. aa,tµrated s.olution pf calcium nitrate, 
the· values. w~pe ... Q.1073. , •.. :iil"O .1 M .. HQl. ~nd. ""Q.1046 v •. J.:n .... 
" ' 
l M HOl.. Th~ .!e.s'3'Jll!lletX'i.,1,9t.en.tialn_ change is seen to 'bEa 
, , + 
approximately . con~t'1µ;t . (5.5 ...... Q·.1 .. inv. L, i.e.,_, .indElpendent. 
of the solut;ioll.Whie.b. .1s .. u.s.ed tqr: .its measurement •. , ., .The .llacid 
. .· .+ error•• is. also S.E)en to t>.e approximately constant {2.6 ... 0.1 mv.), 
i.e., .independent pt the degree of hydra.ti~n_ of the glass. 
These exp,~riments, .JlS well as t.h.e da.ta from the literature, 
seem to indicate, that the J>otential :which is produced by ·thEt 
glass el(:).et:rod.e .is d.µ~, .to .. s(3veral caµses. Th~ Jn.ajor. oontri--
but:1.on is, .. o,f cqµrse., tbat. whioll,res:uJ.'.ts . !'.r.om.the.hydrogen 
ion aotiv.1ty .. of the solution... 1l1het1e are a,dd,itional potent.ials;. 
however, wl.rl.cll a~Jt functions.> of . thf9 degreiL of hyd~at.ion .· ,.of th,e 
surfaces, ot ... tbe. glass .mem'b:rane A11d ... or .. the. a.o.id:l.ty of the. solu-
tion. 
A mechanism,. qriginal .. w;U;l:l ,the p~ea(:ln't;. au,:the>r., may be 
poatulated .. f.or .the a.bov~ .cell,, .. :virhioh .. se(:;ms prf)fera.ble to that. 
suggested by Dole, and which _takes these .. faato~EJ :tnto,. oonsid-
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erat:lon. It, isi rec.ognized that> glasa'. ·i~ not ,~rystalline, in 
nature; but · that it ,is, in reality e. ~upercooled liquid., · Soft 
glass; such as is used for elec.trodes, may be thought · of a~ a 
very viscous ·~olut:ton of silicates, which conducts ,the electric 
current in the usus.l ·manner, but which has a high resistance 
because ,,,-ot the extremely low- mobility or ·the iqna. , T:qat the 
sur.faee regions of the glass ;membra:I)e are. able to occlude, ·or 
adsorb, appreaiable -quantities ·of water is shown by the ex-
periments _desc.ribed above. It is thus reas.ona9le to suppose 
that th~yme.y also adsorb small quantities of' electrolyte. 
The .following eqli~tions, in .whlch "l~1 ,· tind , "-~n represent the 
solutions and ••an repr~sents adsorbed materia,1, mfil.y be used 
to represent the ,cell l'~ac:tion. 
Cl{l) •Ag: AgCl ~ -e 
' H(la} .. ½ s105. :1 .½ ,H2?:(1a) = ½ Si ( OH) 4 
AgCl + e :; Ag, + Cl (Z) 
The overall, reaction is then 
H(1a) -t Cl'fa_) -t l ¾O(laJ:: H!2a) -t Cl~2),.. ½ H20(2a) 
The ·Nernst .. equation . takes. the form 
.:!,. 
RT 
E:: -- ln F 
a a _ . a 2 
H.,.(2a) Cl.(2) ·H20(2a) 
a _. . a _ a½ 
H (la) Cl ·Jl.) - H~p(l.~) 
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An equivalent expr"ssion is 
The first loga.rithmio term in the expression represents. 
the behavior of a per,feat hydrogen electrode• '!'he thir~d term 
represents the potential :which is dependent upon the sta·te of 
hydrati.9n o·t the surfaces. of the .. glass membr.ane. The second 
term represents the relationship, for.each surrae:e, between 
the aottvity of ths hydrogen .. ion. :1.n the bulk ot the solution 
and its activity 1n .. the surface .of the .. eleotrode.. The presence 
of such a .. . term . is. in, qualitative agree,ment v1ith. adsorption 
data for .electrolyt.es, .. as ,,it .. is knpwn that relatively great.er 
adsorption occurs itl di:tute. sol:utions •. 
Unfortunately,.since the activities of adsorbed water 
and of hydrogen ion are uµknown, this. equation oannot at 
present.be .oh~oked:quantitatively, but the relative magnitude 
of each of the t.e:r-ms :may .be estima.ted.. For . .. electrodes which 
contain dilute .acid. a:nd a.re st9~ed .in water betw.e~n periods 
of use,1/thethird ter,m of.thts E.lXPressi..on will be approximately 
zero. If' . the el~et.n .. qde i~ .. ti,_ed in no11-aqueous · or. in concentra.-
ted aquaou~ so.lutions, . . th:t.s. term will become larger as the 
time of immersion in J:;he solution increases, as was the case. 
in the e4per,iments c,f Sinclair and Martell. (14) • . Th.a yalue 
of the second term of the expression will .be dependent upon 
the rela·ti ve adsorbability. of the hydrogen ion .in the inner 
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and outel' solutions. Vihen the electrode is placed in dilute 
aqueous solutions, its value will b.e .. zero. In ooneentrated 
aqueous solutions, . and. apparently in rion.;.a.queous.solutions, 
the relQtiv~ adsorption of hydrogen ion 1s smaller than in 
.the dilute inner. s.olution and the value of this term becomes 
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